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This document is available in alternate formats 
upon request. SPC will provide translation and 
interpretation services upon request at no 
charge. Please call SPC at (412) 391-5590 for 
more information. 
Italiano 
Questo documento è disponibile in formati 
alternativi su richiesta. SPC fornirà servizi di 
traduzione e interpretazione su richiesta senza 
alcun costo. Per piacere, chiami SPC al numero 
(412) 391-5590 per maggiori informazioni.
Espanol
El presente documento está disponible en
formatos alternativos bajo solicitud. SPC ofrece
servicios de traducción e interpretación gratis
bajo solicitud. Comuníquese con SPC al (412)
391-5590 para obtener más información.
中文

本文件可根據要求以其他格式提供。 

SPC將根據要求提供免費筆譯和口譯服務。詳情

請致電（412）391-5590與SPC聯系。

Nepali: 

यो फाराम अनुरोध गिरएमा वैकिल्पक ढाँचाहरूमा 
उपलब्ध छन्।   अनुरोध गरेमा िबना शुल्क SPC 
ले अनुवादन र दोभाषे सेवा उपलब्ध गराउँछ। 
थप जानकारीको लािग SPC (412) 391-5590 
मा फोन गनुर्होस्।
Gujarati: 

આ	દ તાવેજ	િવનંતી	પર	વૈકિ પક	ફોમ સમાં	
ઉપલ ધ	હોય	છે.	SPC કોઈપણ	શુ ક	લીધા	
િવના	િવનંતી	પર	અનુવાદ	અને	અથઘટન	
સેવાઓ	પૂરી	પાડશે.	વધુ	માિહતી	માટે	કૃપા	કરી	
(412) 391-5590	પર	SPCને	કૉલ	કરો.
Oriya:

ଏହ ିଡକୁ େମ ର ଅନୁେରାଧେର େବକ ିକ
ଫମାଟେର ଉପଲ ।   େକୗଣସି ଚାଜ ୍ ଛଡ଼ା ଏସପିସି
ଅନୁବାଦ ଏବଂ ବ ାଖ ା େସବା ଦାନ କରିବ।
ଦୟାକରି ଅଧକ ସଚୂନା ପାଇ ଁଏସପିସି (412) 391-
5590 େର କଲ୍  କର । 
Punjabi: 

ਇਹ	ਦਸਤਾਵਜ਼ੇ	ਬੇਨਤੀ	ਕਰਨ	‘ਤੇ	ਿਵਕਲਪਕ	ਰਪੂਾਂ	
ਿਵੱਚ	ਉਪਲਬਧ	ਹੈ।   SPC	ਿਬਨਾਂ	ਿਕਸੇ	ਖਰਚ	'ਤੇ	
ਬੇਨਤੀ	‘ਤੇ	ਅਨੁਵਾਦ	ਅਤੇ	ਦਭੁਾਸ਼ੀਆ	ਸੇਵਾਵਾਂ	ਪਦਾਨ	
ਕਰੇਗਾ। 
ਵਧੇਰੇ	ਜਾਣਕਾਰੀ	ਲਈ	ਿਕਰਪਾ	ਕਰਕੇ	SPC	ਨੰੂ	 412) 
391-5590 ‘ਤੇ	ਕਾਲ	ਕਰੋ।
Sinhalese:

ඉ ම මත ෙමම ෙ ඛනය ක ප 
ආකෘ ව  ලබාගත හැ ය. 

SPC   ගා ව  අය 
ම  ෙත රව භාෂා ප ව තන 

හා භාෂණ ප ව තන ෙ වාව  
සපය  ඇත. 
ක ණාකර වැ  ර තර සඳහා 
(412) 391-5590 ඔ ෙ  SPC අමත න.
Marathi:

हा दस्तऐवज िवनंतीनुसार पयार्यी स्वरूपांमध्ये 
उपलब्ध आह.े  िवनंतीनुसार SPC भाषांतर आिण 
अथर्िववरण सेवा िवनामूल्य पर्दान करेल. अिधक 
मािहतीसाठी कृपया SPC ला (412) 391-5590 
येथे कॉल करा. 
Bengali: 

অনুেরাধ জানােল এই ডকুেম ট 
অন ান  ফরম ােটও পাওয়া যায়।
অনুেরাধ জানােল SPC কানও চাজ 
ছাড়াই অনুবাদ এবং ব াখ া করার 
পিরেষবা দান করেব।
আরও তেথ র জন  অনু হ কের (412)
391-5590 ন ের SPC ক ফান ক ন।
Hindi: 

यह द ावेज़ अनुरोध पर वैक क फॉरमेट म
उपल  है। 
एस पी सी (SPC) अनुवाद और ा ा सेवाएं
अनुरोध पर िबना शु  उपल  कराएगी। 
कृपया अिधक जानकारी के िलए (412) 391-5590
पर एस पी सी (SPC) को कॉल कर। 
Sindhi: 

ٻولي ۾ درخواست جي صورت ۾ ھي دستاویز متبادل 
  .دستیاب آھي

ترجمي ۽ ترجماني  SPCدرخواست جي صورت ۾ 
ندي   .جون مفت خدمتوڻ فراهم 

ري وڌي معلومات لاءِ  -391 (412)مھرباني 
ريو SPCتي  5590 ال    .کي 

Urdu:  
یہ دستاویز درخواست کیے جانے پر متبادل اشکال میں 

  دستیاب ہے۔
SPC  درخواست کیے جانے پر ترجمہ اور ترجمانی

  کی خدمات مفت فراہم کرے گا۔
پر  5590-391 (412)کو  SPCمزید معلومات کیلئے 

 کال کریں۔



The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) hereby gives public notice that it is the policy of the 
Commission to assure full compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Civil Rights 
Restoration Act of 1987, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, and related statutes and 
regulations in all programs and activities. Title VI and other related statutes require that no person in the 
United States of America shall, on the grounds of race, color, sex, national origin, age, or disability, be 
excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination 
under any program or activity for which SPC receives federal financial assistance. Any person who 
believes they have been aggrieved by an unlawful discriminatory practice by SPC under Title VI has a 
right to file a formal complaint with the Commission. Any such complaint must be in writing and filed with 
SPC’s Title VI Coordinator within one hundred eighty (180) days following the date of the alleged 
discriminatory occurrence. For more information, or to obtain a Title VI Discrimination Complaint Form, 
please see our website at: www.spcregion.org or call 412-391-5590. 
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Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 

I. Introduction
This document presents comments received and responses to comments for the 
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission's (SPC's) public comment period from May 
11, 2023 through June 9, 2023 on the following draft documents: 

 Draft SmartMoves for a Changing Region Transportation and Development Plan,
which identifies the region’s priority roadway, transit and multimodal transportation
improvements programmed for advancement over the next 25-30 years

 Environmental Justice Benefits and Burdens Assessment of SmartMoves for a
Changing Region

 Air Quality Conformity Determination for SmartMoves for a Changing Region

All comments and responses in this Public Participation Report were distributed to 
members of the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission for their review prior to 
the June 26, 2023 Commission meeting for action to consider the above items. 

SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023



Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 

II. Organization of Report

This report includes a Summary of Public Comments and the Response to Public 
Comments on the following draft documents:   

 Draft SmartMoves for a Changing Region Transportation and Development Plan,
which identifies the region’s priority roadway, transit and multimodal transportation
improvements programmed for advancement over the next 25-30 years

 Environmental Justice Benefits and Burdens Assessment of SmartMoves for a
Changing Region

 Air Quality Conformity Determination for SmartMoves for a Changing Region

SPC staff has responded to each comment and shared both the comments and 
responses with the SPC Commissioners. 

• III. Includes the Summary of Public Comments and the Response to Public
Comments.

• IV. includes copies of the written and electronic comments that were received
during the May 11, 2023  through June 9, 2023 public comment period. This
section also includes comments that were submitted after the close of the formal
public comment period.

• V. Includes documentation of the public outreach activities for the May 11, 2023
through June 9, 2023 public comment period.

• VI. Includes a summary of virtual and in-person Public Participation Panel
(PPP) Meetings that were held between May 11, 2023 and June 9, 2023.
There were no document revisions to the Draft SmartMoves for a Changing
Region Transportation and Development Plan, the Environmental Justice Benefits
and Burdens Assessment of SmartMoves for a Changing Region, and the Air
Quality Conformity Determination for SmartMoves for a Changing Region as a
result of the public comments received during the public comment period of May
11, 2023 through June 9, 2023.

SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023
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SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023

III. Summary of Public
Comments and the Response 

to Public Comments   



Allegheny | Armstrong | Beaver | Butler | City of Pittsburgh | Fayette | Greene | Indiana | Lawrence |  Washington | Westmoreland

Draft Responses to the  
Public Comment Period 
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The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) hereby gives public notice that it is the policy of the Commission to assure full compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Civil Rights 
Restoration Act of 1987, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, and related statutes and regulations in all programs and activities. Title VI and other related statutes require that no person in the 
United States of America shall, on the grounds of race, color, sex, national origin, age, or disability, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity for which SPC receives federal financial assistance. Any person who believes they have been aggrieved by an unlawful discriminatory practice by SPC under Title VI has 
a right to file a formal complaint with the Commission. Any such complaint must be in writing and filed with SPC’s Title VI Coordinator within one hundred eighty (180) days following the date of the alleged 
discriminatory occurrence. For more information, or to obtain a Title VI Discrimination Complaint Form, please see our website at: www.spcregion.org or call 412-391-5590



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Scott Township in 
Allegheny County, 
38 Greentree bus, 
using the 38G and 
38M to g to 
Downtown 
Pittsburgh.

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

Hello, Our names are Mary Jo Bondi and Phil Bondi, and we are 
residents of Scott Township in Allegheny County. We take the 38 
Greentree bus, using the 38G and 38M to get to our destinations, 
usually around the community and to events in Downtown Pittsburgh. 
In the Executive Summary of the SmartMoves: Long Range 
Transportation Plan and Transportation Improvement Program, the 
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission states, “This 
plan continues to focus on core transportation investments such as 
maintaining our current system..” One of the most important areas 
this commission can improve upon today in the current system is 
making the service better right now for riders in order to see it through 
to the next 25 years and beyond. For us, and other riders, we have 
seen our own bus service scale back in many ways. We urge the 
commission to consider adding service and expanding. Last year, 
Pittsburgh Regional Transit (PRT) eliminated the 38C, which 
eliminated service entirely to Orchard Spring neighborhood and the 
Chartiers Valley Intermediate School. Now, in order to get to the 
school, you need to use a car or be in close proximity to the school. 
If you use the 38G route, you have to walk 20 minutes up a hill to get 
there and that is not accessible to students after school busing 
hours, parents, or employees without a vehicle. While PRT 
schedulers stated that they would move those trips from the 38C to 
the 38G, they did not add extra trips for riders and that service has 
not been increased. Service is already limited where we are and we 
do not have another transit route option to get to Downtown. Reliable 
and frequent service means we have the freedom to get to places we 
need to go easily. Every trip cut has an impact on us and if PRT cuts 
back on service, it means that our routes end earlier and we can 
only leave our home if we can guarantee that there will be a return 
trip. But reduction in the frequency of service makes it hard to plan 
the trips we need to take, including getting to our bank before it 
closes in the early evening when we are done with work. 
Less frequency has made the bus we take more crowded during the 
rush hour because more people are going to meetings and office 
work in-person. The crowding makes transit less comfortable to take. 
Ultimately, we have cut down our own usage of the bus because it 
has become less convenient - from planning trips, seeing service 
getting canceled, and not hearing back from PRT when we call to 
confirm that our trip hasn’t been canceled or need to know where the 
bus is when it is late.We want to experience all our region has to 
offer, but that can only happen if the service improves and the 
commission takes to heart the most present need faced by riders in 

Cheryl Stephens  Community Organizer  Pittsburghers 
for Public Transit  submitted on behalf of Mary Jo Bondi 
and Phil Bondi.   

Allegheny



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

the region. Thank you,

Response: Thank you for the comments.  It is always good for SPC's transit planners to get insight into the transit users' 
experiences throughout the region. The points made about PRT's sevice area, span and on-time performance are well-
taken. I would point to the multiple references in the Long-Range Transportation Plan, and the project tables to PRT's 
long-range plan, NexTransit - particularly the planning project (already underway) to redesign the current system and 
study to increase the efficiency and usage of the system.  Your comments will be forwarded to PRT's operations team. 

Additional 
Comments

Additional Comments

Additional Interest Needs to Be Addressed in Public Transit and its 
Marketing in the Greater Pittsburgh Area.

Response:

Dale R. Hutchison    Allegheny

Thank you for your comments. Public transit investments are key strategies in providing mobility for Southwestern 
Pennsylvania residents, as well as mitigating the impacts such as air pollution and congestion that are inherent in a 
vehicle-based transportation system, while additionally contributing to many of the highway system goals. The current 
transit Transportation Improvement Program $3.259 billion and Stage 2 & 3 of the Long-Range Transportation Plan 
(LRTP) transit investment is $21.6 billion.  Also, reference Appendix IV in our region's LRTP where a detailed 
breakdown of both planned investment by funding category as well as detailed project information for planned 
investments in transit by all of the region's transit operators appear.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Allegheny Cap Park, 
1099 East St

Land Use/Economic Development

This area is well-suited to a highway cap park, covering the airspace 
above I-279, bordered by East St (west), North Ave (north), Madison 
Ave (east), and Tripoli St (south). See other examples, including 
Frankie Pace Park in the Hill District, to see how cap parks can 
revitalize communities and provide pedestrian access in areas that 
are marred and divided by highways. This concept has been 
introduced to Councilman Wilson, but not discussed in detail. There 
federal DOT's Reconnecting Communities Pilot Program is an 
excellent source of limited-time funding to pursue this project.          A 
cap park would help create green space where there currently is none 
and offer future transit access to the I-279 HOV lane, which sits 
directly below. Generally, these changes would help to encourage 
walking between both halves of the North Side and create a highly-
visible demonstration of this useful and green concept.          There 
would also be equity benefits from a cap park across I-279, whose 
construction largely destroyed the East Street Valley Neighborhood 
and today blocks many residents from amenities and economic 
opportunity.  Pittsburgh has experience implementing cap parks to 
redress misguided urban renewal projects and better unite the City - 
this site would be a logical and meaningful next 
step.    

Response:

Ryan Warsing Allegheny

Thank you for your comment. This type of project requires strong support from the community as well as local and
state officials. If the support exists, it could be an application for the USDOT Reconnecting Communities Program. 
The Reconnecting Communities pilot program is the first-ever Federal program to have funding dedicated solely to 
reconnecting neighborhoods with job opportunities in cities where transportation infrastructure previously acted as a 
barrier.  Projects such as the I-279 Cap (Pace Park) and, recently, a feasibility study "Manchester Reunited" that will 
study the reconnection of the Manchester and Chateau neighborhoods in the City of Pittsburgh have been awarded 
funding through this program.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

As a current 
instructor of 
Pittsburgh 
Regional Transit 
(PRT), I can say that 
one challenge our 
agency faces is 
maintaining transit 
operators to keep 
the service on the 
road.

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

My name is Sascha Craig, and I’ve been a part of Pittsburgh Regional 
Transit (formerly Port Authority of Allegheny County for over 30 years. 
As a current instructor of Pittsburgh Regional Transit (PRT), I can say 
that one challenge our agency faces is maintaining transit operators 
to keep the service on the road.At a time when transit agencies 
across the country need to find ways to attract and  retain employees, 
agencies in Southwestern Pennsylvania could and should be leading 
the effort in workforce development programs to prepare incoming 
candidates for the dynamic challenges of being an transit operator 
and servicing the public. The COVID-19 pandemic devastated transit 
nationwide and we felt the impacts at PRT with our co-workers getting 
sick, risking their lives to keep everyone safe and carrying them to 
critical services and jobs, without the luxury of being able to work from 
home. Now we have another workplace crisis on our hands. Without 
frontline workers, we have no public transit to connect neighborhoods, 
reduce car traffic, move other workers to their jobs, or benefit from the 
multi-billion dollar investments in road infrastructure. Fortunately, 
Western PA does have the talent to rise to the task. However, we 
need to invest in the people and soft skills for our current labor market 
to support long-lasting, strong communities across Southwestern 
Pennsylvania. Otherwise, we will see more experienced operators 
leave public transportation for careers in other industries. We traverse 
aging roads and bridges carrying thousands of riders across every 
corner of Allegheny County daily. With the capital funds coming from 
the federal government, there has never been a better opportunity to 
secure the future of our transit system and our workforce with your 
long-range plan.

Response:

Cheryl Stephens  (she/her)  Community Organizer 

Pittsburghers for Public Transit  on behalf of Pittsburgh 
Regional Transit instructor Sascha Craig.  

Allegheny

Thank you for this comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. SPC's transit 
planners are actively engaged in monitoring the labor situation for transit across the country and have been working with 
the region's transit operators to provide technical assistance - including data analysis - to help the operators initiate 
various programs designed to attract employees. The plan details over $24 billion in total investment in transit in the
region over the planning period.  It should be noted that 60% of that total investment is planned for operational costs.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Bus Network 
Expansion and 
Infilling 
development, 
Location 48

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

Bus Network Expansion and Infilling development, Location 48, 
Pittsburgh Regional Transit, There is no transit service when I need it

Response:

Ayden KozakAllegheny

Public transit investments are key strategies in providing mobility for Southwestern Pennsylvania residents, as well as 
mitigating the impacts such as air pollution and congestion that are inherent in a vehicle-based transportation system, 
while additionally contributing to many of the highway system goals. The current transit Transportation Improvement 
Program is $3.259 billion and Stage 2 & 3 of the Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) transit investment is $21.6 
billion.  Also, we want to draw your attention to the LRTP's Appendix IV where a detailed breakdown of both planned 
investment by funding category as well as detailed project information for planned investments in transit by all of the 
region's transit operators appear.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Draft Plan is that  it 
lacks a coherent 
vision for creating 
accessible 
neighborhoods and 
communities;  it 
fails to acknowledge 
the destructive 
impact that 
transportation 
infrastructure can 
have (and 
historically has had) 
on marginalized 
communities;  and 

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

The City of Pittsburgh-Allegheny County Task Force on Disability is a 
13-member panel of people with disabilities and community
advocates appointed by the Mayor and County Executive, who advise
local governmental entities on issues that affect people with
disabilities in the region.   The Committee for Accessible
Transportation (CAT) is the official disability advisory committee for
Pittsburgh Regional Transit and its paratransit provider ACCESS.
The CAT has a long history of having a cooperative and collaborative
relationship with PRT and ACCESS, and we’re proud of our role in
helping PRT (then PAT) become the first major transit entity in the
U.S. to become fully ADA compliant.   Pittsburghers for Public
Transit is a grassroots union of transit riders, workers and neighbors.
Together we organize for an expanded, affordable and accessible
public transit system that meets all needs, with no communities left
behind. We submit these comments to the Southwestern
Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) regarding its Long Range
Transportation Draft Plan. Our fundamental concern with the Draft
Plan is that  it lacks a coherent vision for creating accessible
neighborhoods and communities;  it fails to acknowledge the
destructive impact that transportation infrastructure can have (and
historically has had) on marginalized communities;  and it provides
no blueprint for how we will design accessible communities other than
laudable generalizations like the need to work together.  Additionally,
we believe that as a funder of a multitude of entities and
transportation projects, the SPC must have a clearly stated vision and
commitment to creating accessible neighborhoods and communities.

For community advocates, trying to provide input into transportation 
planning processes like the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) can be long and 
exhausting.  Our recent experience has been particularly sobering 
knowing that we can’t be involved in every planning process, and 
even when we are, it isn’t clear that we’ve been able to make an 
appreciable difference in advocating for more accessible options.  

We find parallels in the historical experience of other minority 
communities.  Transit can be an avenue to inclusion for minority 
groups, but only if planners take their needs into consideration.  As 
quoted in the Congressional Black Caucus Foundation document, 
Routes to Equity:  The Future of Transportation in the Black 
Communit Urban transit systems in most American cities, for 
example, have become a genuine civil rights issue and a valid one 
because the layout of rapid-transit systems determines the 

Paul O’Hanlon  on behalf of the City of Pittsburgh Task 
Force on Disabilities, the Committee for Accessible 
Transportation and Pittsburghers for Public Transit.

Allegheny
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accessibility of jobs to the Black community.  If transportation systems 
in American cities could be laid out so as to provide an opportunity for 
poor people to get meaningful employment, then they could begin to 
move into the mainstream of American life. A good example of this 
problem is my home city of Atlanta, where the rapid-transit system 
has been laid out for the convenience of the white upper-middle-class 
suburbanites who commute to their jobs downtown. The system has 
virtually no consideration for connecting poor people with their jobs. 
There is only one possible explanation for this situation, and that is 
the racist blindness of city planners. 1968, Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr.   Many members of the Task Force were active in the community 
participation planning process of the BRT project in Allegheny 
County.  SPC was one of the funders of the BRT project, as shown on 
p. 9 of the Draft Plan’s Executive Summary.  Our experience trying to
provide input to the BRT process, and the current state of the BRT
design in the Uptown neighborhood, inform our comments to this
Draft Plan.   In short, our experience with the BRT process showed a
clear lack of commitment to a vision for creating accessible
neighborhoods and communities.   We looked at the Draft Plan
hoping that we would see a clear vision and strategy for creating
accessible neighborhoods and communities but found none.   Let’s
begin with the current BRT design in the Uptown neighborhood of
Pittsburgh half of the bus stops in this one-mile-long neighborhood
will be eliminated.  The distance between stops will be doubled; all
public parking Fifth and Forbes is planned for the left side (except for
one block).  This is the inaccessible side for motorists with lift-
equipped vehicles and those carrying passengers with limited mobility
in the front passenger’s seat, forcing them to exit the vehicle into
moving traffic; a dedicated bus lane will be on the right lane of one-
way streets for the entire length of the neighborhood (except for one
block);  access to the curb, for pick-up or drop-off of individuals with
mobility limitations by private vehicles is eliminated for the entire
length of Forbes & Fifth Avenues (except for one block); private
vehicles will be able to pick-up or drop-off individuals with mobility
limitations only on the side streets forcing those individuals to walk up
to a half block in rain and inclement weather; in order to meet the
minimum federal requirements for paratransit (curb-to-curb service)
paratransit vehicles are permitted to use the bus lane for pick-up and
drop-off.  However, this will block the bus lane for the 10 minutes or
more that it takes to board, strap down the wheelchair, and belt the
passenger.  In our experience, this creates a stressful and
stigmatizing situation for people with disabilities;in response to our
objections over the plan to block the busway for routine pick-up and
drop-offs, it was revealed that the long-range plan for the
neighborhood to have new development provide accessible entrances
through their back doors. These design problems longer distances to
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bus stops; public parking on the inaccessible side; paratransit pick-up 
and drop-off requiring awkward and stigmatizing blocking of traffic; 
forcing people with disabilities to hike prohibitive distances or use the 
back door if these features were necessary because of old decisions 
made by our ancestors before accessibility became a consideration, 
we could understand.  A plan today with those features for a city 
neighborhood is bad planning, and poor public policy.   On April 11, 
2017, the Task Force wrote to the Mayor, the Chief Executive and 
PRT (then PAT) objecting to the status of the BRT plan.  We said, 

The Disability Community does not often oppose progress.The old 
ways of doing things were often established before accessibility 
became a concern and progress has generally improved our ability to 
freely get around.  However, what is alarming about the BRT Plan is 
the many ways that things will be worse for people with 
disabilities. For many transit users (particularly those with limited 
mobility), a nearby transit stop is an accessible feature of the system.  
The Title II Technical Assistance Manual (applying to the SPC, PRT, 
and the City and County) requires the maintenance of accessible 
features II−3.10000 Maintenance of accessible features. Public 
entities must maintain in working order equipment and features of 
facilities that are required to provide ready access to individuals with 
disabilities. Despite our objections, half the bus stops in this 
neighborhood are slated to be eliminated based on vague claims of 
efficiency and ableist generalizations like walking is good for you. In 
our experience, any reason becomes reason enough to eliminate bus 
stops if there’s no commitment to creating an accessible 
neighborhood and community.   As a result, we read the Draft Plan 
with disappointment -- looking for a clear vision for accessible 
neighborhoods and communities, and strategies for achieving this 
and finding little. People with disabilities are also concerned about 
clean air, green technology and attracting business and work 
opportunities to our communities.  We applaud the Draft Plan’s 
visionary statements and strategies for achieving these goals.  Our 
disappointment is that the Draft Plan has no similar discussion for 
strategies for achieving accessible neighborhoods and communities.  
Access to transit is obviously a critical element of an accessible 
neighborhood, but it is one of many considerations for creating 
accessible neighborhoods.  If we only look at the features of the 
transit station, but ignore how far apart those transit stations will be, 
then, in our opinion, we don’t have a process committed to creating 
accessible neighborhoods.  Indeed, the only discussion we could find 
in the Draft Plan regarding a strategy for achieving accessible 
communities is found on p. 36: “Working together to promote and 
implement best practices in land use policy, transportation planning, 
community development and leveraging private sector development 
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will help communities and the region as a whole to create unique, 
livable areas with a sense of place that are accessible for all 
residents. We agree that working together is necessary, but our 
experience with the BRT process shows that it isn’t sufficient.   We 
believe that it is imperative for the SPC to have a clear vision, 
commitment, and strategy for constructing accessible neighborhoods 
and communities.  We don’t find that in the Draft Plan.  We urge the 
SPC to amend its Draft Plan accordingly. 

Response: Thank you for comments concerning accessibility for people with mobility needs and specifically PRT's BRT project 
and issues related to access along the BRT corridor between downtown Pittsburgh and Oakland. These comments 
have been forwarded to PRT's customer service, planning and BRT teams. In terms of the overall vision for the region, 
we would reference the sections of the Plan's Executive Summary detailing strategies and actions to be undertaken to 
advance the visions of Connected Mobility and Resilient Communities. The Plan acknowledges that there is still much 
that can be improved when it comes to mobility and access for all and commits to strategies that support this effort. 
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Driver shortage, 
drivers who will be 
retiring within the 
next few years and 
expansions.

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

My name is Mike Mazur and I’ve been a driver for PRT for 7 years. I 
drive the #75 bus.  While the Southwestern Pennsylvania 
Commision’s Long Range Plan addresses many big picture issues, 
this report fails to address how the SPC will guide counties through 
this very serious driver crisis we’re facing. The budgets need to 
address this as an emergency by coming up with an innovative hiring 
plan with counties. Counties need the fiscal resources and planning 
expertise to boost their staff to even higher numbers than pre-
pandemic to account for drivers who will be retiring within the next few 
years and expansions. This immediate support will be one of the 
fundamental stepping stones for the Long Range Plan to be a 
success.  I can tell you personally that as a driver trying to meet my 
run time, I haven’t taken a full break since March. That’s 3 months 
now that I have not taken my full 30 minute break, which wasn’t much 
to begin with. My shift has gone from 8 hours to 10 hours. I have seen 
more injuries on the job since this staffing crunch and our jobs already 
came with serious physical side effects. It has become known 
amongst drivers that certain buses will always be late and some 
routes will just stop running at certain times of the day because we’re 
already so behind on our run time. This is terrible for morale.   The 
SPC can play a vital role in supporting counties through this worker 
crisis. You have the financial resources and can set up the 
investigations to help create the solution. Not just my lunch break, 
also regular breaks. Since March 1 haven’t had any.   

Response:

Mike Mazur     Allegheny

Thank you for this comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. SPC's transit 
planners are actively engaged in monitoring the labor situation for transit across the country and have been working with 
the region's transit operators to provide technical assistance - including data analysis - to help the operators initiate 
various programs designed to attract employees. The plan details over $24 billion in total investment in transit in the
region over the planning period.  It should be noted that 60% of that total investment is planned for operational costs.
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Food access and 
food security be 
factored in to 
transportation and 
infrastructure 
planning

Other Bus/Transit Concern, food access

Response:

Chris West ,  Director of Community Connections and
Collaborative Learning Greater Pittsburgh Community 
Food Bank 
Hi, I would urge that food access and food security be factored in to 
transportation and infrastructure planning, and that there is a 
transparent process to see how those and other factors came 
together for you to arrive at final plans.  I am happy to provide more 
information on what kinds of information or tools are available so that 
food access and food security are factored in.

Allegheny

Thank you for your comments. SPC has looked into access to food in previous corridor studies. SPC's  Economic 
Development team will be starting a food program in the near future that will examine addressing food insecurity 
throughout the region. In addition, SPC's transit planners have been involved in transit studies where food access is a 
component of the transit study.  

Freight Freight

Last mile concern

Response:

Ayden KozakAllegheny

Thank you for your comment, as we know the last mile is a vital component of ensuring freight accessibility. 
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Greater Pittsburgh 
Regional Roadmap 
to Organic Waste 
Recovery

Environmental Concerns 

Yes, we could use regional planning around the siting of waste 
recovery Transfer Stations. Create strategies to reduce organic 
waste, and create the infrastructure for organic waste recovery to 
allow for bio digestion and municipal composting to occur.  Pittsburgh 
and CONNECT are coordinating the work with 10 municipalities 
currently.  Air quality issues are caused by the organic waste as well 
as the low mileage of the refuse trucks running on diesel carrying the 
waste. Regional soil quality, food waste, and wildlife control is also 
part of the conversation around organic waste reduction and 
recovery. Submitted an email with more details to sponprgmsmgmt.  
The email subject is: SPC Programs and Climate Action EPA Grant.  
I'd like to follow up with SPC about regional organic waste and zero 
waste planning.

Response:

Aftyn GilesAllegheny

Thank you for attending our Public Participation Panel and for following up on the pending Climate Pollution Reduction 
Grant  and SPC’s climate action planning activities. Our staff would be happy to discuss the details of your initiative 
further with you. 
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Hill District is a food 
desert

Bus/Transit

If buses ran more consistently I would be able to get around better 
and spend hours of my day doing things that are important to me 
instead of waiting on buses. Errands that used to take 4 hours of 
running around the city now take 6-8 hours. The Hill District is a food 
desert. My community has to leave the neighborhood to get food and 
we rely on buses to do so. When I have important things to do, I take 
jitneys now, because I cannot rely on our public transit. So now I have 
to budget for buses to be late. I could be saving money if 
transportation ran like it used to.

Response:

Nicole Gallagher 
nicole@pittsburghforpublictransit.org    
Comment from resident and transit rider Teaira Collins

Allegheny

Thank you for the comment.  It is always good for SPC's transit planners to get insight into the transit users' experiences 
throughout the region. The points made about PRT's frequency of service in certain neighborhoods of the City and 
overall service are well-taken. I would point to the multiple references in the Long-Range Transportation Plan 
(SmartMoves document) and the project tables to PRT's long-range plan, NexTransit - particularly the the planning 
project (already underway) to redesign the current system in order to generate ideas to increase the efficiency and 
usage of the system. Your comment about specific service gaps will be forwarded to PRT's operations team. 
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Hill District, bus 
service is getting 
worse, 

Bus/Transit, Fare Increase,

Comment from Pittsburgh resident and transit rider Teaira 
Collins:  My name is Teaira Collins, I was born and raised in 
Pittsburgh and I have been riding public transit for almost 40 years 
now. I am a resident of the Hill District, though I have lived all over the 
city and have family in different parts of the city. So I experience a 
range of bus routes regularly.  In the years I’ve been riding the bus, 
I have seen the service get worse, and the fare has only increased. I 
know transit can run better because it used to. Buses used to run till 
2am leaving town, now the latest buses leave around 10pm. How are 
working people supposed to get to and from their jobs in the later 
hours? Not to mention that in general, buses run far less consistently 
in the evening and night hours.   Buses don’t run on time and often 
buses scheduled at a certain time just don’t come at all. I have 
noticed that the bus lines 57 and 83 never show up for their 8pm 
stops. Last week, I was headed home to meet my child at his bus 
stop and my bus was so late that my son had to wait for 10 minutes 
by his bus stop for me. This is a safety hazard! I’ve seen 2 buses 
come within 10 minutes of each other and the third show up 30 
minutes later. Why are buses running 45 minutes apart during the 
middle of the day when they pass schools, hospitals and grocery 
stores?   We need dependable, more frequent and better service. 

Response:

Nicole Gallagher 
nicole@pittsburghforpublictransit.org    
Comment from resident and transit rider Teaira Collins

Allegheny

Thank you for the comment.  It is always good for SPC's transit planners to get insight into the transit users' experiences 
throughout the region. The points made about PRT's sevice area, span and on-time performance are well-taken. I would 
point to the multiple references in the Long-Range Transportation Plan (SmartMoves document) and the project tables 
to PRT's long-range plan, NexTransit - particularly the planning project (already underway) to redesign the current 
system and study to increase the efficiency and usage of the system. Your comments will also be forwarded to PRT's 
operations team. 
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I want to see more 
communities 
become more 
resilient and have 
the access that they 
need to clean air, 
water, transit, and a 
brighter future. 
However, I do worry 
about what the 
future holds for 
providing the 
needed service and 
keeping transit 
workers, beca

Bus Transit 

Comment from PRT operator Sue Scanlon: Hello, my name is Sue 
Scanlon and I work as an operator for Pittsburgh Regional Transit. I 
have several years as an operator and driving a variety of routes in 
Allegheny County. The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission’s 
long-range plan for the next 25 years is the kind of plan that I want to 
see come to life. I want to see more communities become more 
resilient and have the access that they need to clean air, water, 
transit, and a brighter future. However, I do worry about what the 
future holds for providing the needed service and keeping transit 
workers, because we are facing a lot of challenges.  I am concerned 
that we will not be able to continue to provide the level of service we 
have in the past. I see the schedule getting smaller and the amount of 
hours we work getting longer. I love my job, but it feels like we can’t 
keep up and morale among my many of us has decreased. As more 
people leave for other jobs, and we face close to 300 employees 
retiring in the next year, that puts a strain on those of us who left. It 
puts a strain on the riders as well. One of the things that I love about 
being an operator is getting to know riders and what their lives are 
like, and listening to their stories. I’ve seen what happens when we 
don’t have the people to meet the schedule. People design their 
whole lifes around the bus schedule and when we can’t provide the 
service anymore, they are forced to move.  I’d like to share the story 
of one of my passengers, a young man who boarded the shuttle I was 
driving one morning in Mt. Washington. He was well dressed in a suit; 
he looked like he was going somewhere important. He boarded my 
shuttle again later in the afternoon, this time dressed more casually. I 
asked him where he’d gone looking so dapper. He told me he’d been 
on an interview at a restaurant in Station Square. I congratulated him 
and wished him all the best in getting the job. He responded sadly 
that he knew he wasn’t going to get it. They were going to do a 
background check on him and he had a felony on his record. He told 
me he was trying to work closer to his home in Mt. Washington 
because the commute to his job at Bob Evans on McKnight Road was 
breaking him. He took public transit everyday to his job, but the #12 
bus that runs up McKnight Road was no longer running when he got 
out of work at night. So he would walk the entire length of McKnight 
Road, in the dark, in all types of weather, with its lack of sidewalks, 
just to make it to the T downtown. It took him hours to get home every 
night. Then he’d wake up and do it all over again in the morning. All 
of the service workers who work on McKnight Road and take bus #12 
get stuck up there after 9 or 10pm. People are stranded at night on a 
road where there are high incidents of pedestrians getting hit by cars. 

Nicole Gallagher 
nicole@pittsburghforpublictransit.org    
Comment from PRT Operator Sue Scanlon

Allegheny
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There’s a lot of talk about getting teens off of the streets, but if we 
want them to work and be productive members of society, we have to 
provide a safe way for them to get to work. For some young people, 
these jobs are their only options, their only way out of bad situations 
and we’re leaving them stranded. The vision that SPC has for transit 
can only be achieved by measuring the data in each Southwestern 
Pennsylvania county and budgeting to not only restore service to pre 
pandemic levels, but to expand service in communities blighted by 
lack of access. By studying individual counties, the SPC can make 
better short and long term plans for transit ridership growth and the 
increase of transit workers to meet service restoration and expansion 
goals. The SPC plan has the potential to bring long-lasting impacts 
and improvements to the way that thousands of residents live and 
move. There are so many great points in the Long Range 
Transportation Plan regarding equitable housing near public transit, 
connecting neighborhoods of Pittsburgh through the north-south 
connector and BRT routes. Without clear and measured public transit 
service restoration, expansion and hiring goals, Southwestern PA will 
not rise to meet present and future needs for us all to have safe, 
healthy, connected, and thriving places to call home.  

Response: Thank you for this well composed comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. 
We work with the region's transit operators - including PRT - to provide technical assistance - including data analysis -
to help the operators initiate various programs designed to attract laborers. we always appreciate getting a view of 
transit in the region from the users' perspective and the included anecdote about McKnight Road service is informative. 
The points made about PRT's frequency of service in certain neighborhoods of the City and overall service are well-
taken. I would point to the multiple references in the Long-Range Transportation Plan (SmartMoves document) and the 
project tables to PRT's long-range plan, NexTransit - particularly the the planning project (already underway) to 
redesign the current system in order to generate ideas to increase the efficiency and usage of the system.  Your 
comments about specific service gaps and inadequate service span will be forwarded to PRT operations.
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Land Use/Economic 
Development 

Land Use/Economic Development .

Elizabeth Township has a comprehensive plan to infill its land while 
preserving undevelopment lands, however it needs a boost.

Response:

Ayden KozakAllegheny

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate you bringing this issue to our attention.

Land Use/Economic 
Development

Land Use/Economic Development .

Lots of single family PRDs have been built in the area with 0 
alternatives to driving and traffic in the area continues to get worse. 
As southern butler county develops it makes traffic on the road I live 
in worse and more of a nuisance. The increased driving and 
sprawling development contributes to increasing noise, light, and air 
pollution and reduces quality of life for the many residents living on 
main and minor arterials living in the area as new residents have to 
drive to every conceivable place they go

Response:

Cooper SnyderAllegheny

Local land use decisions and land development is under the jurisdiction of the local municipality and the existing 
development or subdivision ordinances in place. Thank you for your comments and perspective on what you've 
encountered. We will share your comments with Allegheny County and Pine Township. 
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Local Bus/Transit 
Service Provider

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

Safer transit stops/park and ride lots needed, As a parent of a Low 
Vision daughter who relies on PRT, and I also use it regularly, we've 
noticed that the signage on the bus displays are getting smaller.  This 
makes it very hard to read.  I'm fully sighted and have problems.  Also 
the new color scheme makes a bus harder to spot.  Brighter colors 
would be helpful.  Suggest having a person who is a disability 
advocate, with experience on vision issues, on your team for input

Response:

Debra DyerAllegheny

Thank you for your comment concerning transit service. SPC transit planning staff appreciates getting insight from the 
users' point of view. Your comments concerning PRT's signage and the safety of bus stops has been forwarded to PRT
customer service team. 

Local Bus/Transit 
Service Provider

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

Pittsburgh Regional Transit, There is no transit service when I need it, 
More buses are needed,New/additional routes are needed

Response:

Cooper SnyderAllegheny

Public transit investments are key strategies in providing mobility for Southwestern Pennsylvania residents, as well as 
mitigating the impacts such as air pollution and congestion that are inherent in a vehicle-based transportation system, 
while additionally contributing to many of the highway system goals. The current transit Transportation Improvement 
Program is $3.259 billion and Stage 2 & 3 of the Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) transit investment is $21.6 
billion. Also, please reference Appendix IV in the LRTP where a detailed breakdown of both planned investment by
funding category as well as detailed project information for planned investments in transit by all of the region's transit
operators appear.
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Local Bus/Transit 
Service Provider

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

Pittsburgh Regional Transit, More buses are needed, New/additional 
routes are needed, Safer transit stops/park and ride lots needed, Add 
bike racks on commuter buses in Beaver, Butler and Westmoreland 
Transit. People can ride and bike from Pittsburgh to Greensburg, 
Latrobe, Beaver Falls and Butler.

Response:

Giovanni Montagnino    Allegheny

Public transit investments are key strategies in providing mobility for Southwestern Pennsylvania residents, as well as 
mitigating the impacts such as air pollution and congestion that are inherent in a vehicle-based transportation system, 
while additionally contributing to many of the highway system goals. The current transit Transportation Improvement 
Program is $3.259 billion and Stage 2 & 3 of the Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) transit investment is $21.6
billion. Also, please reference Appendix IV in the LRTP where a detailed breakdown of both planned investment by
funding category as well as detailed project information for planned investments in transit by all of the region's transit
operators appear.

Maintenance on 
bridges is important, 
Public transit is 
important;Sidewalks 
and safe road 
crossings

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider, Bridge 
Maintenance Maintenance on bridges is important; I appreciate the importance of 

keeping bridges painted and happy instead of waiting for them to fail. 
Public transit is important; I appreciate the importance of restoring pre-
pandemic coverage and frequency. That’s going to involve a lot of 
effort in getting drivers to work for you. But then we want to expand. I 
live in Mt Lebanon but want it to be easy to get to Carnegie Mellon 
every day. I love the T, want the T to extend to all communities it 
could help, and am a huge fan of the proposed aerial gondola. 
Sidewalks and safe road crossings are also important. I get around 
exclusively with public transit and walking. Public transit takes me 
from one sidewalk to another. 

Response:

Tao Neuendorffer Flaherty Allegheny

Thank you for your comments and your support for the long range plan, transit service, and the state of the transit industry in the region. 
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Pedestrian/Bicycle/Al
ternative Travel 
Modes

Pedestrian/Bicycle/Alternative Travel Modes

There is no existing pedestrian facility

Response:

Cooper SnyderAllegheny

Thank you for your comments. If you could please share with us what specific location you are referring to, that would allow us to respond to you with 
a thorough answer. 

Pedestrian/Bicycle/Al
ternative Travel 
Modes

Pedestrian/Bicycle/Alternative Travel Modes

There is no existing pedestrian facility and a lack of transit and 
walkability/bikability

Response:

Ayden KozakAllegheny

Public transit investments are key strategies in providing mobility for Southwestern Pennsylvania residents, as well as 
mitigating the impacts such as air pollution and congestion that are inherent in a vehicle-based transportation system, 
while additionally contributing to many of the highway system goals. The current transit Transportation Improvement 
Program is $3.259 billion and Stage 2 & 3 of the Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) transit investment is $21.6 
billion.  Also, please reference Appendix IV in the LRTP where a detailed breakdown of both planned investment by 
funding category as well as detailed project information for planned investments in transit by all of the region's transit 
operators appear.
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PRT 
apprenticeships for 
multiple 
departments, 
including building 
maintenance for: 
electrical, pumping, 
and other 
fundamental utilities

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

PRT Maintenance Employee The apprenticeship program is 
important for the future of transit to continue to give training 
and mentorship for incoming employees. Pittsburgh Regional Transit 
is working on a training facility in Harmar. To keep operations 
running smoothly across the agency, investment should be made in 
apprenticeships for multiple departments, including building 
maintenance for: electrical, pumping, and other fundamental utilities. 
The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission can play an essential 
role in helping secure funds to pay for these apprenticeship programs 
that train workers we need to keep transit vehicles on the road and 
make the operators, maintenance, and facilities job much smoother.

Response:

Cheryl Stephens  Community Organizer  Pittsburghers 
for Public Transit   

Allegheny

Thank you for your comment and your perspectives on the importance of continued funding for apprenticeship
programs in transit maintenance. The Plan details commitments for over $24 billion in transit for the region over the
planning period - 60% of that for operations and maintenance. Your specific comments regarding the maintenance
intititives at PRT has been forwarded to PRT operations.
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PRT Driver Shortage Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

My name is Michelle Edwards and one of the routes I have is the 28X 
Airport Flyer. My route is long, and there have been times when my 
break gets cut back because of the scheduling, which puts me in a 
painful situation as an operator. I am worried that there will not be 
many people left if we do not have enough operators coming in and 
staying. I appreciate that workforce training is being considered in 
the SPC Long-Range Plan over the coming years. Still, seeing a 
path ahead for transit workers isn't easy. Operators will retire as 
soon as they can receive their benefits because the conditions 
have changed dramatically, and there are increased health and 
safety concerns. Many people will be retiring in October, and I do not 
know how we will make up for the talent and experience lost in a 
couple of months. We are going to lose service hours as a 
consequence. The SPC plan has the potential to bring long-lasting 
impacts and improvements to public transit, and I’ve seen how many 
opportunities working in public transit can offer. But, if we do not 
have a way to develop an actual workforce pipeline of blue-collar 
employees into public transit, I worry about the long-term impact that 
will have on transit itself and in the long-term, SPC’s goals to create 
a safe, healthy, and well-connected region.

Response:

Cheryl Stephens  Community Organizer  Pittsburghers 
for Public Transit   on behalf of Pittsburgh Regional 
Transit operator, Michelle Edwards  

Allegheny

Thank you for this comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. SPC's transit 
planners regularly work with the region's transit operators to provide technical assistance - including data analysis - to 
help operators initiate various programs designed to attract employees. The plan details over $24 billion in total 
investment in transit in the region over the planning period. It should be noted that 60% of that total investment is 
planned for operational costs.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

PRT Driver Shortage Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

Hello, my name is Lavelle Jackson and I work as an operator in the 
Ross Division of Pittsburgh Regional Transit. I have worked for 
PRT for years. My concern as an operator is that our numbers are 
ultimately getting smaller and anything that the SPC can do to help 
agencies hire and keep workers for the long-term should be 
considered in the long-range plan. As operators, we are responsible 
for doing a number of tasks simultaneously: collecting fares, making 
sure riders are safe on the bus, communicating with maintenance, 
watching the road etc. Operators with years of experience are 
leaving and many more are coming up on retirement. Rather than 
stay, they are choosing to leave because there are increased health 
and safety concerns, they are driving even more hours, and it is 
taking a toll on us. It already has a reverberating impact on the 
quality of service we can deliver. Over the years, routes in 
some areas have been reduced and that has a negative impact on 
communities who depend on us. The SPC plan has the potential to 
bring long-lasting impacts and improvements to public transit over 
time in PA. What I would implore SPC to do with its’ budgeting power 
is to help agencies to attract and keep transit operators, not only to 
stay afloat now, but to ensure that we will have workers in these jobs 
in the future. If we do not have a way to develop an actual workforce 
pipeline of blue-collar employees into public transit, the long-term 
impact will be a lack of growth because we will not have 
public transit. I urge the SPC to use its budgeting responsibilities to 
work with the agencies of all ten counties in the region struggling 
with the same worker crisis to plan out a path finically to bring on 
more transit workers and make this a sustainable path for the 
future. Thank you, Lavelle Jackson

Response:

Cheryl Stephens   Community Organizer  Pittsburghers 
for Public Transit   on behalf of Lavelle Jackson at 
Pittsburgh Regional Transit.  

Allegheny

Thank you for this comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. SPC's transit 
planners regularly work with the region's transit operators to provide technical assistance - including data analysis - 
to help operators initiate various programs designed to attract employees. The plan details over $24 billion in total 
investment in transit in the region over the planning period.  It should be noted that 60% of that total investment is 
planned for operational costs.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Public transit Driver 
shortage. 
Improvements to our 
fleets and route 
expansions

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

My name is Danny Murray and I’ve been a bus driver with PRT for 20 
years. I drive the #59 bus through what I hear is the region with the 
most ridership in all of Pennsylvania! I believe that public transit is an 
essential right for all citizens. By not addressing the severity of the 
worker crisis, the SPC is not putting public safety first, which is what I 
ask you to do. Improvements to our fleets and route expansions are 
great, but not if there are no drivers to man these fleets and routes. 

Our time as drivers is being squeezed. The conditions we are working 
under have become inhumane. This is all having a negative impact 
on our home lives, our bodies are being destroyed. We simply cannot 
keep up with the demands of the job at this rate. Our jobs were 
already high stress, dealing with the public and traffic. We serve some 
of the most vulnerable populations - seniors, low wage workers, 
school children. We are front line workers, just like policemen and 
firefighters and yet it is not reflected in the budget laid out in the Long 
Range Plan.   The SPC needs to address the working conditions of 
drivers in all 10 counties as a crisis and give the highest consideration 
to solving that problem, with the counties, first and foremost. This is a 
matter of safety and dignity. 

Response:

Nicole Gallagher 
nicole@pittsburghforpublictransit.org    

  Comment from Danny Murray

Allegheny

Thank you for this comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. SPC's transit 
planners regularly work with the region's transit operators to provide technical assistance - including data analysis - 
to help operators initiate various programs designed to attract employees. The plan details over $24 billion in total 
investment in transit in the region over the planning period.  It should be noted that 60% of that total investment is 
planned for operational costs.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

public transit to 
commute to work in 
Mt Lebanon, I 
primarily ride the T, 
or the light rail 
system  

Bus Transit, Red "T" Line, More Shuttles 
needed,Notices only in English, No 
schedules      Comment from Pittsburgh resident and transit rider Ricardo 

Villareal:  My name is Ricardo Villareal, I’m a resident of Mt 
Washington, Pittsburgh. I rely on public transit to commute to work in 
Mt Lebanon and to access all of my daily needs. I primarily ride the T, 
or the light rail system.   Early in the morning in February 2022, I 
was on my way to my new job when the Red Line Train stopped 
running. At first I had no idea what was happening, the 
announcement over the loudspeaker was hard to understand and 
someone told me I would have to walk. I had lived in the United 
States for six months at this point and had only seen snow in passing 
once before in my life. Little did I know that this morning and for 
weeks after, I would grow very familiar with winter.   The T was 
down and shuttles were running in their place. There was not a lot of 
information about the shuttles, no schedules, they did not run at the 
same frequency as the T and were based on whether PRT had extra 
capacity/free operators. On top of all that, the notices were only in 
English, so quite a few riders looked to me to translate for them. 
Being that there were no schedules, my partner, Lorena, and I started 
waking up an hour earlier than usual, at 4am, to make sure we caught 
the shuttle, or to give us enough time to make it to transportation by 
foot. Once while walking to catch the shuttle, Lorena fell and was 
injured because of the condition of the sidewalk.  I have a very 
strong work ethic and am never late to work. I had recently switched 
jobs and was working in a new industry. Suddenly not only was I 
worried about learning my job correctly, but I was very anxious about 
being late because of this transit issue. This was a very exhausting 
and vulnerable time in my life.  I was shocked at how bad the 
infrastructure in Pittsburgh was! I thought I had moved to a city with 
structure and order. It made me question my decision to move here 
and even my decision to switch jobs. As I currently look for a second 
job, I’ve decided it has to be near my first job because I cannot trust 
transit in the city enough to commute.  In the few years I’ve lived in 
Pittsburgh I have seen more cuts to service than improvements. I 
would like to see more frequent and consistent service with 
communication in multiple languages. The future workers of 
Pittsburgh are already here and we rely on public transit to keep this 
city thriving.  

Nicole Gallagher nicole@pittsburghforpublictransit.org.  
Comment from resident and transit rider Ricardo Villareal

Allegheny



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Response: Thank you for the comment. It is always good for SPC's transit planners to get insight into the transit users' experiences 
throughout the region. The points made about PRT's emergency preparedness and overall service are well-taken. I 
would point to the multiple references in the Long-Range Transportation Plan (SmartMoves document) and the project 
tables to PRT's long-range plan, NexTransit - particularly the two planning projects (one already underway) to both 
redesign the current system and study the light rail corridors and service in order to generate ideas and projects to 
increase the efficiency and usage of those lines. Your comment about information and emergency instructions being 
promulgated in other languages than just English will be forwarded to PRT's operations team. 

Public Transportation Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

Mid Mon Valley Transit Authority, More buses are needed, 
New/additional routes are needed, Safer transit stops/park and ride 
lots needed, Increasing service in Washington County, Beaver 
County, Butler County and Allegheny County.  Our Local Union 
(1743) Represents BCTA, MMVTA, Butler Transit Authority, 
Washington City Transit and Pittsburgh Transportation Group.

Response:

Dale R. Hutchison,  Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 
1743   

Allegheny

Public transit investments are key strategies in providing mobility for Southwestern Pennsylvania residents, as well as 
mitigating the impacts such as air pollution and congestion that are inherent in a vehicle-based transportation system, 
while additionally contributing to many of the highway system goals. The current transit Transportation Improvement 
Program is $3.259 billion and Stage 2 & 3 of the Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) transit investment is $21.6 
billion.  Also, please reference Appendix IV of the LRTP where a detailed breakdown of both planned investment by 
funding category as well as detailed project information for planned investments in transit by all of the region's transit 
operators appear.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Roadway 
Preventative 
Maintenance, Bridge 
Maintenance, Safety

Roadway Preventative Maintenance, 
Bridge Maintenance, Safety Other Roadway Concern (please specify) Nothing, the bridges here 

are good, nothing, the road is good

Response:

Ayden KozakAllegheny

Thank you for your comment. Your perspective is appreciated and we understand your concerns. If you have specific examples in your neighborhood 
that you would like to bring to our attention, please feel free to let us know.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

shortage in the labor 
pool, transit 
agencies, PRT add 
more service, hire 
more transit 
operators,

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

My name is Gary Vargo and I’ve been an operator for PRT for 25 
years now. I drive the #77 bus. While the Southwestern Pennsylvania 
Commission's Long Range Plan does address labor and hiring in the 
future, it does not address the gravity of the transit worker crisis at 
every transit agency in the 10 county region. We all know that there is 
a shortage in the labor pool all over the country, but that is not a 
reason to view the issues with our own agency or other transit 
agencies as "business as usual." If anything, it should be motivation 
to have a strategic plan for funds to go towards hiring, training, and 
retaining transit workers. We do not want transit to shrink down. 
Budgeting for the service we need to stay at the level it is now is 
going to be a fatal mistake. Because it is literally resulting in operators 
burning out physically and emotionally. Driving used to be an ideal 
job, and now we are losing coworkers because they do not 
adequately rest, meal, and recovery time to run the demanding 
schedules.  Our work days have gone from 8 hours to 10. Run time 
and scheduling are so bad right now that breaks of any kind are not 
an option. I know drivers who wear diapers to work, others that have 
urinated in public trash cans because adequate restroom breaks are 
not provided. People are retiring early or taking their personal days 
more often, just to avoid working. I have been on leave for weeks now 
because of a back injury I suffered at work, due to poor equipment 
and the stress of racing everywhere from my next stop to my next 
short break.  The shortage of operators in our region has become a 
health and morale emergency. I urge the SPC to think long term and 
create a budget that will let agencies like PRT add more service, and 
be able to hire more transit operators to take the pressure off of those 
of us who are out on the road now. Our schedules are tight and nearly 
impossible to fulfill with the people we have now. I see there is talk of 
updating and modernizing our vehicles, that’s a good thing. In 
preparation for these updates, the SPC must run studies on the 
ergonomics of driving over years. Surely we can improve the 
equipment. I know personally how impactful a study like this can be. 
Ultimately, I know the SPC’s plan can benefit riders and drivers 
across our region, but without addressing the current crisis we’re in, 
I’m not sure we will get there.  

Nicole Gallagher nicole@pittsburghforpublictransit.org. 
Comment from Gary Vargo

Allegheny



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Response: Thank you for this comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. SPC's transit 
planners regularly work with the region's transit operators to provide technical assistance - including data analysis - 
to help operators initiate various programs designed to attract employees. The plan details over $24 billion in total 
investment in transit in the region over the planning period.  It should be noted that 60% of that total investment is 
planned for operational costs.

Traffic/Congestion Traffic/Congestion

There is congestion during rush hour AND at other times of day/night

Response:

Ayden KozakAllegheny

Thank you for your comment, as we know that regular traffic congestion can occur during  the traditional work-commute times and  when 
there are events happening that attract crowds.  



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Very serious driver 
crisis we’re facing.

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

My name is Mike Mazur and I’ve been a driver for PRT for 7 years. I 
drive the #75 bus.  While the Southwestern Pennsylvania 
Commision’s Long Range Plan addresses many big picture issues, 
this report fails to address how the SPC will guide counties through 
this very serious driver crisis we’re facing. The budgets need to 
address this as an emergency by coming up with an innovative hiring 
plan with counties. Counties need the fiscal resources and planning 
expertise to boost their staff to even higher numbers than pre-
pandemic to account for drivers who will be retiring within the next few 
years and expansions. This immediate support will be one of the 
fundamental stepping stones for the Long Range Plan to be a 
success.  I can tell you personally that as a driver trying to meet my 
run time, I haven’t taken a full break since March. That’s 3 months 
now that I have not taken my full 30 minute break, which wasn’t much 
to begin with. My shift has gone from 8 hours to 10 hours. I have seen 
more injuries on the job since this staffing crunch and our jobs already 
came with serious physical side effects. It has become known 
amongst drivers that certain buses will always be late and some 
routes will just stop running at certain times of the day because we’re 
already so behind on our run time. This is terrible for morale.   The 
SPC can play a vital role in supporting counties through this worker 
crisis. You have the financial resources and can set up the 
investigations to help create the solution. 

Response:

Nicole Gallagher nicole@pittsburghforpublictransit.org. 
Comment from Mike Mazur

Allegheny

Thank you for this comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. SPC's transit 
planners regularly work with the region's transit operators to provide technical assistance - including data analysis - 
to help operators initiate various programs designed to attract employees. The plan details over $24 billion in total 
investment in transit in the region over the planning period.  It should be noted that 60% of that total investment is 
planned for operational costs.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

This region has not 
offered decent 
public transit for 30+ 
years in the form of 
trains, trolleys, bike 
systems and 
infrastructure

Bus Transit 

To whom it may concern,  I do not have much to say, but that I am 
a bit disappointed in the individuals who put together this plan. There 
is absolutely no investment in public transportation aside from bus 
maintenance (which should be absolutely standard regardless) and 
replacing a park and ride lot?? Really?? How ridiculous does that 
sound? It says $400+ million for public transit so if I’m missing 
something, please educate me. And $1.1b to repair some roads is 
crazy.   This region has not offered decent public transit for 30+ 
years in the form of trains, trolleys, bike systems and infrastructure 
(sure we have rail trails but yinz got rid of the trains!), or even a 
decent bus line.   When you invest in surrounding roads like this, 
you are not promoting the region but rather traveling through it. I fail 
to see how this proposed budget plan will benefit the people of the 
region in a way that will increase the economy and validity of the 
region. Cars are not the future, you cannot possibly believe that is the 
way to go as city planners. I understand there are necessities like 
unstable bridges and unkept roads, but some of this does not help 
locals. I hope you work on revising before putting such a plan into 
action.   

Response:

Calvin Dziewulski Allegheny

Public transit investments are key strategies in providing mobility for Southwestern Pennsylvania residents, as well as 
mitigating the impacts such as air pollution and congestion that are inherent in a vehicle-based transportation 
system, while additionally contributing to many of the highway system goals. The current transit Transportation 
Improvement Program is $3.259 billion and Stage 2 & 3 of the Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) transit
investment is $21.6 billion.  Also, please reference Appendix IV where a detailed breakdown of both planned investment
by funding category as well as detailed project information for planned investments in transit by all of the region's transit
operators appear.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

422 westbound at 
the Armstrong high 
school entrance 
onto Buffington Drive

Safety, Numerous crashes have occurred 
at this location and traffic signals Oh, PLEASE make the left turn arrow on 422 westbound at the 

Armstrong high school entrance onto Buffington Drive just a left arrow 
only. We have had too many crashes there and a 45 speed limit sign 
was never replaced this past year. This intersection for the school 
seriously needs to be looked at since too many people fly east bound 
in the right lane then go straight. I have seen this too many 
times.    

     There is more on signage from me, but this is just a quick 
snapshot of  a couple local locations just in Armstrong County, I know 
where there have been no speed limit signs replaced since 2006 
when there was flooding on Hill street.

Response:

Stacy Gladysiewski  Armstrong

The PennDOT District 10's Traffic Unit staff will reach out to the constituent to better understand the concern
identified and then will coordinate for appropriate resolution as necessary.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Alternate 66 
intersection, 
stopped at the stop 
sign, the stop line 
should be a bit 
closer to the 
intersection of the 
roadway

Other Safety Concerns, more signage, 
Safety speed Also, at 66 and Alternate 66, when at the alternate 66 intersection and 

stopped at the stop sign, the stop line should be a bit closer to the 
intersection of the roadway.   If you look left at the stop there, your 
sighting distance is blocked from some route signage you recently put 
up in the last 2 
years.    

    If you 
would like me to show you this area and what I mean I would gladly 
meet with you. These are just a couple of examples.  There are many 
more signs needing to be placed differently so the driver can truly see 
the signs and help in the driving process.   Here's a question, why do 
you have END Speed limit 45mph signs up instead of just putting up a 
55 mph sign?  This occurs on the south bound of route 66 just past 
Speedy's frosty freeze. This sign is in the middle of a hill and usually 
covered by tree branches. It is just not in a good sighting distance 
location.

Response:

Stacy Gladysiewski  Armstrong

The PennDOT District 10's Traffic Unit staff will reach out to the constituent to better understand the concern
identified and then will coordinate for appropriate resolution as necessary.  



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Dime road, alternate 
66, the speed limit 
sign of 55 mph is 
too close to the 
intersection

Other Safety Concern, Dime road, alternate 
66, This is Stacy Gladysiewski from Ford City, Pennsylvania.  I am 

presently teaching driver education theory and the behind-the-wheel 
instruction at Armstrong High School. Since I have been teaching for 
over 30 years, I have found that the signage is not positioned in the 
right locations. For example, when turning onto the Dime road, 
alternate 66, the speed limit sign of 55 mph is too close to the 
intersection. You are just getting through the turn and your sighting 
distance is too close to catch what the sign reads.      There is 
more on signage from me, but this is just a quick snapshot of  a 
couple local locations just in Armstrong County, I know where there 
have been no speed limit signs replaced since 2006 when there was 
flooding on Hill street.

Response:

Stacy Gladysiewski  Armstrong

The PennDOT District 10's Traffic Unit staff will reach out to the constituent to better understand the concern
identified and then will coordinate for appropriate resolution as necessary.  

Group signs together Other Safety Concern, more signage 

 Also you should group your signs  together instead of spreading out 
different signage, you are able to read a few signs grouped together.  
And this would help when any repair or replacement would be more 
efficiently done.

Response:

Stacy Gladysiewski  Armstrong

The PennDOT District 10's Traffic Unit staff will reach out to the constituent to better understand the concern
identified and then will coordinate for appropriate resolution as necessary. 



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

A New Road to the 
Hospital.

Roadway Preventative Maintenance, A 
New Road to the Hospital. In the past there was discussion about building a new road to the 

hospital that would connect the fairly new Veterans Bridge to the 
hospital, with the new road being slightly North of the bridge on Rt. 51 
to avoid having to go across railroad tracks.   The current route from 
the Veterans Bridge takes it on Riverside Drive past some busy 
businesses, onto Sharon Road which goes under a narrow underpass 
to a 90-degree blind curve that people sometimes cut too short.  Then 
a sharp turn up Beaner Hollow Road, which will be closed sometime 
in the future due to inevitable slides.

Response:

Tom Woolaway Beaver

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Beaver County and PennDOT District 11 and will be 
retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program update.  Your comments will also be referred to 
the PennDOT District 11's Traffic Unit.

Improve Access 
Roads to the Beaver 
County Hospital.  
Widen Dutch Ridge 
Road Hill and 
Beaner Hollow 
Roads

Roadway Preventative Maintenance 

At times I see people walking up or down Dutch Ridge Road hill into 
Beaver or Beaner Hollow Road to get to or from Beaver County’s 
hospital, Heritage Valley Beaver.  This is extremely dangerous as 
people must walk in the vehicle lanes since parts of these roads have 
no berm.  These 2 roads need to be widened so that people can 
safely walk along them.  Better yet would be a bike path.   Put the 
walk or bike path on the downhill edge side of the road to keep the 
heavier vehicle traffic away from the edge to slow the eventual sliding 
of these roads.

Response:

Tom Woolaway Beaver

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Beaver County and PennDOT District 11 and will be 
retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program update.  Your comments will also be referred to 
the PennDOT District 11's Traffic Unit.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Improve Safety of 
the Veterans Bridge, 
Rt. 18 Intersection 

Roadway Preventative Maintenance and 
Safety, new lines roadway markings People driving south on Rt 18 about to turn right onto the Veterans 

Bridge have a false sense of having half of the underpass to make 
their turn.  Sight lines are poor, so they are already too far into their 
turn before they realize they are driving into the oncoming left turn 
lane. I had the unfortunate experience of being in the left turn lane 
on the Veterans Bridge waiting at a red light to make a left onto Rt 18 
north on a Saturday afternoon.  An uninsured kid from Ohio came 
flying around the corner and hit me head on at about 40 MPH.  It took 
6 weeks and $20,000 to repair my SUV.  The bruising and headaches 
of my passenger and I luckily did not last as long as the car 
repair. Dashed yellow lines should be put on the road to help keep 
vehicles in their lane when they are southbound on  Rt 18 turning on 
to the Veterans Bridge. 

Response:

Tom Woolaway Beaver

Thank you for taking the time to bring your concerns to our attention. Typically that would fall on the municipality and be 
part of the traffic signal permit. We typically don't implement shadow lines as they fade very quickly.  Also, Veterans 
Memorial is actually County owned. In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, traffic signals are owned and maintained 
by the municipality. The tracer lines support the signal operations so they also fall under the signal ownership of the 
Municipality. The comment will be referred to Beaver County and Rochester Township.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Increase Public 
Access to Paths and 
Parks along Beaver 
River and Ohio River

Land Use/Economic Development, Active 
Transportation, The rivers are a big part of what made Beaver County what it is 

today.  We should continue to look to expand public access to land 
along the rivers wherever possible and increase the beauty and 
enjoyment of these areas. New Brighton should be commended for 
the work they have done on Big Rock Park along the Beaver River.  
The park has a walking path, picnic pavilions, benches, 2 viewers of 
an active Bald Eagle nest across the river and a fishing area below 
the hydroelectric dam. In Beaver, there is land along the Ohio River 
that could be enhanced to make it a more appealing spot to families, 
picnicers, walkers and bike riders by adding picnic pavilions, a 
walking path along the river, maybe a sand volleyball or basketball 
court, etc.  There are one-way roads in and out on a hillside, that then 
cross a railroad track.  These roads may need to be enhanced in the 
future.  There is another access path from Bridgewater Crossing on 
Mulberry St Ext that is currently blocked that could be unblocked and 
improved to give additional access to this park land. At the end of 
2022, 21 acres along the Beaver River in Beaver Falls were donated 
to Geneva College.  Government entities are encouraged to have 
discussions with Geneva College about their master plan for this area 
and see where they may be able to work together on creation of a 
publicly accessible multi-use path, etc.

Response:

Tom Woolaway Beaver

Thank you for your perspective. Your comments will be shared with Beaver County.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Maintain and Repair 
Slide Prone Access 
Roads, Dutch Ridge 
Road (hill into 
Beaver), Beaner 
Hollow Road, 
Wildwood Road, 
and Park Road.

Roadway Preventative Maintenance, 
Maintain and Repair Slide Prone Access 
Roads

Four of the roads in Brighton Twp leading to the hospital are built on 
hillsides and have been closed in the past due to slides: Dutch Ridge 
Road (hill into Beaver), Beaner Hollow Road, Wildwood Road, and 
Park Road.  These roads need to have regular inspections and 
maintenance done quickly when needed to prevent further 
degradation and slippage of these roadways.  Anything that can be 
done to stabilize these hillsides should be done.  The one that is in 
the worst shape now is Beaner Hollow Road.  There are spots where 
the white line has disappeared due to slippage down the hillside.  This 
road should receive attention now to shore it up and keep it open.  
Wildwood Road will likely be the next one that needs maintenance.

Response:

Tom Woolaway Beaver

Thank you for your comments. There was a large project on Park Road last year that took care of all slope stability 
issues between Dutch Ridge and Brady’s Run. Wildwood Road was repaired a few years ago and is not in any imminent
danger of failing. Beaner Hollow is scheduled to be repaired this summer by a geotechnical maintenance contract. 
Dutch Ridge road is also scheduled to have some slope stabilization performed this summer as part of a group 
paving project. These roads are frequently driven by PENNDOT personnel and the PennDOT's Geotechnical Unit has 
evaluated the slopes and made repair recommendation which either have been addressed or are set to be addressed.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Rt 228 in Clinton 
township, Butler 
county, traveling 
east just before the 
roundabout, at the 
intersection with 
Brewer Road, there 
is a 90 degree bend 
in the road.  

Roadway Preventative Maintenance, 
Bridge Maintenance, Safety Thank you for the presentation and discussion yesterday and as was 

mentioned that comments could be made on other issues.  Rt 228 
in Clinton township, Butler county, traveling east just before the 
roundabout, at the intersection with Brewer Road, there is a 90 
degree bend in the road.  There have been numerous accidents and 
numerous times cars have run off the road at this bend.  When the 
roundabout was being designed we(Clinton Township Supervisors 
and Planning Commission) asked that this bend be part of the 
project.  PennDOT told us there was not enough money to include it 
and there was not enough history of accidents, but that they would 
make it a project.   We have met with PennDOT several times since 
then and it has not been made a project and we have asked again 
and again that it become a project, but it never ends up as a project. 

We know that all the times cars have run off the road, have not been 
recorded, and apparently all the accident have not been recorded, but 
it is an issue.  Within two weeks after the roundabout was opened, 
there were two head on accidents at this bend.  So our request is that 
this be considered and made a project.  Thanks for your 
consideration 

Response:

William Duncan, Clinton Township SupervisorButler

The PennDOT District 10 Traffic Unit will review the accident history in the area identified by the constituent to see if
those accident trends have changed.  Once done, the District 10 Planning and Programing Unit staff will reach out to the 
constituent to better understand the concern identified, share the accident trend information, and provide appropriate 
direction along with resolution as necessary. 
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SWPA region have 
all been devastated 
by deep and 
lingering service cuts

Bus Transit 

6/8/2023 Pittsburghers for Public Transit (PPT)’s Public Comment 
on the 2023 SPC SmartMoves: Long Range Transportation Plan and 
Transportation Improvement Programs Draft To whom it may 
concern: Pittsburghers for Public Transit (PPT) is a grassroots union 
of transit riders and transit workers, organizing for a more expanded, 
affordable, equitable and accessible transit system in Allegheny 
County. Our region and our communities thrive with strong and stable 
investment into our public transit system. As such, we support the 
Southwest Pennsylvania Commission (SPC)’s Long Range 
Transportation Plan’s call to increase capital funding directed towards 
public transit capital needs like building a fifth bus garage, replacing 
the light rail fleet, and addressing PRT’s state of good repair needs. 
We support the need to expand local funding options to supplement 
state transit funding, and the holistic, equitable land use and TDM 
policies to make transit accessible to low income and other 
marginalized communities, and incentivize transit use over single 
occupancy vehicles.  We particularly applaud the progress towards 
the visionary public transit projects being planned: of the North-South 
connector spanning neighborhoods like Allentown, Hazelwood, 
Oakland and the Hill District, and the extension of dedicated BRT 
corridors to Monroeville and Mon Valley. The latter project has been a 
central goal of our organization over the last several years, stemming 
from an extensive PPT participatory planning effort with local leaders 
in the Eastern Suburbs and the Mon Valley to identify priority transit 
corridors and infrastructure needs that would best serve those 
communities. However, while capital improvements and investments 
can make transit more accessible, safer and more efficient, there is a 
major omission in the current Long Range Transportation Plan draft. 
Over the last several years of the pandemic, communities across the 
10 county SW-PA region have all been devastated by deep and 
lingering service cuts. In Allegheny County alone, total Pittsburgh 
Regional Transit (PRT) revenue operating hours have been cut by at 
least 10%, through incremental reductions every quarterly service 
change over these last several years.  For smaller transit agencies, 
service cuts can have an even more drastic impact with riders left 
stranded for hours. When transit service is reduced, so too is resident 
access to high paying jobs, healthcare networks, schools, childcare 
and community services. Without reliable, frequent transit service, our 
regional goals– for a robust economy, for clean air and lower 
congestion, for mobility for all– simply cannot be met, because 
electric buses that only run once an hour, or upgraded station areas 
that have limited transit service don’t actually meet resident needs. 

Laura Chu Wiens Executive Director Pittsburghers for 
Public Transit 

City of Pittsburgh and
Allegheny County
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And there is no end in sight for transit service reductions. At PRT, the 
transit operator shortfall is a primary catalyst for these cuts, and this is 
mirrored in counties across the SPC footprint. Allegheny County fixed 
route transit now has a deficit of over 200 frontline transit employees, 
and the labor crisis is growing every day because of worker attrition 
and the hundreds of frontline workers anticipated to hit retirement age 
this year and next year. At this point, PRT does not even have the 
capacity to train new employees quickly enough to just replace those 
that are outgoing each quarter, let alone to close the frontline worker 
gap. Without ambitious worker recruitment and retention plans, 
without dedicated operating funding for these purposes, and without a 
focus on transit operators and transit service restoration and 
expansion in the SPC Long- Range Plan, our communities will not 
thrive.  Fortunately, there is a blueprint for addressing the transit 
worker shortfall. TransitCenter, a national transit think tank and 
foundation, published a heavily-researched guide to addressing the 
labor shortfall entitled “Bus Operators in Crisis” last year with specific 
policy recommendations for transit agencies, municipalities, states 
and the federal government. More specifically for our region, the 
Amalgamated Transit Union Local 85 President Ross Nicotero wrote 
an op-ed published in TRIBLive that offered a number of suggestions 
around hiring and retention that takes into account the experiences of 
the thousands of current and former operators that he represents. 
These recommendations could expand upon the Workforce for 
Change portion of the SPC long-range plan, to highlight the workforce 
needs to specifically provide the transit service quality our 
communities deserve. Transit operator jobs are the jobs of today and 
the future. In order to have an effective, connected regional 
transportation network, the restoration and the expansion of fixed 
route transit service across all ten counties must be a central focus. 
The SPC should be a leader in visioning what a frequent and reliable 
transit service network across our 10 county region would look like. 
Sister municipal planning organizations to the SPC like METRO in 
greater Portland, Oregon centered the need for expanded service 
frequency and affordable fares in their long-range plan, and the San 
Francisco area Metropolitan Transportation Commission explicitly 
named goals and the cost to reverse pandemic-related cuts to total 
transit service hours as well as the funding needed to expand local 
transit frequency and reliability. At a minimum: ●	The SPC must 
measure and report upon total transit operating hours currently 
provided by each of the fixed route transit service providers in the 
region, compared to 2019 pre-pandemic levels. The SPC should also 
assess transit service reliability for each of the fixed route transit 
providers, because poor reliability is often an indication of a mismatch 
between available labor and scheduled service hours, and can reveal 
deeper service cuts than what is visible on the published 
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schedule. ●	The SPC should identify near and long-term goals for 
transit ridership growth across the 10 counties, and the transit service 
frequency increases that would be required to achieve that ridership 
growth.  ●	The SPC should track and report the shortfall in transit 
operators and maintenance employees needed to provide pre-
pandemic levels of service, and identify how many new frontline 
employees would be needed in each region to expand transit service 
frequency to meet near and long term goals.  ●	The SPC’s long-
range transportation plan should budget for the increase of transit 
workers (including the operating cost increases needed to support 
expanded recruitment and improve retention) to meet service 
restoration and expansion goals, and not merely identify what funding 
would be needed to maintain this diminished status quo.   Without a 
long-term plan to restore service to pre-pandemic levels and both 
budget and plan for the expansion of service, it will be impossible to 
meet the mobility and climate goals of the long-range plan. If public 
transportation continues on the path of fewer operators, reduced 
service hours, and shrunken route coverage, local economies will 
continue to be left behind. We are hopeful that the Southwest 
Pennsylvania Commission can be a compelling force towards 
reversing this trend, by centering the need for restored and expanded 
transit service and a strong plan for transit operator hiring and 
retention in the 2023 SmartMoves: Long Range Transportation Plan.

Response: Thank you for this well composed comment concerning transit service and the state of the transit industry in the region. 
Our transit planners regularly work with the region's transit operators - including PRT - to provide technical assistance -
including data analysis - to help the operators initiate various programs designed to attract employees The points made 
about PRT's frequency of service in certain neighborhoods of the City and overall service are well-taken. I would point 
to the multiple references in the Long-Range Transportation Plan (SmartMoves document) and the project tables to
PRT's long-range plan, NexTransit - particularly the the planning project (already underway) to redesign the current 
system in order to generate ideas to increase the efficiency and usage of the system. The comments about specific 
service gaps and inadequate service span will be forwarded to PRT's operations team. 
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 Patterson rd Roadway Preventative Maintenance

Patterson Road has drainage 
issue,    

  The 
top of the hill has a very serious drainage issue that causes a 
massive ice sheet going down the hill. The issue is the result of a gas 
well company blocking up a rill (small stream of natural water) to put 
in a driveway to a gas well. They connected the driveway to our 
driveway at the bottom forcing us to stone the entirety of the area to 
keep the driveway 
functional.      

Response:

Gabonay Fayette

Thank you for your comments. Patterson Road is a local road owned by Redstone Township. Issues regarding 
maintenance and drainage should be directed to Redstone Township.  Your comment will be shared with Fayette 
County's planning office. 
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 Route 40 
Roundabout, Route 
40 and Stone 
Church Road 
intersection at 
Jackson Farms

Safety, 

Serious crashes have occurred at this location, Numerous crashes 
have occurred at this location, Cannot see oncoming traffic while 
turning, Safety concern on a hill, Vehicles speeding around a curve, 
Oncoming traffic causes turning difficulty      
This location is low visibility and high traffic due to the gas station/ 
farm store across from a business and 2 residential streets that forms 
a cross roads at route 40. This location includes pedestrian traffic 
coming and going from Jackson Farms. It is situated on a hill with 2 
bends. There are consistent accidents at this location. If there ever 
was an appropriate place for a traffic circle in Fayette Co., this is it. 
Traffic not only needs to be slowed for safety, but also must be 
directed in a way that allows cross traffic to move efficiently. 
Accidents occur due to many reasons, including low visibility, 
speeding, and stopped vehicles on route 40 waiting to turn. The 
stopped vehicles create a hazard when traffic lines up behind them to 
the crest of the hill, traffic approaching even at the speed limit do not 
see the stopped traffic until too late or nearly too late. 

Response:

Gabonay Fayette

Thank you for your comments. This area can be considered for a project or alternate improvements in the upcoming 
deliberations with county and regional officials for the 2025 Draft Transportation Improvement Program (TIP),
but will depend on consensus from work group members in the Transportation Improvement Program
development process to initiate, as well as studies to determine environmental, traffic, and other impacts.
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 Rt 857 Safety Issue

Vehicles speeding around a curve Other Safety Concern (please 
specify): Too many large trucks use 857 to bypass toll toad. A weight 
limit should be imposed/enforced on this portion of 857 to limit 
this.    

Response:

Rachael Alderson Fayette

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Fayette County and PennDOT District 12 and will be 
retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) update. Your comments will also be
referred to the PennDOT District 12's Traffic unit.

Bridge on Sheldon 
Ave (across from 
the park)

Bridge Maintenance, Freight

Bridge on Sheldon Ave (across from the park)  Bridge weight is 
restricted Bridge is restricted to one lane Bridge on Sheldon Ave 
(across from the park)  

Response:

Brandie VanDusen Fayette

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Fayette County and PennDOT District 12 and will 
be retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program update.
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Clark Lane off 
Sheldon Ave

Preventative Maintenance Roadway has 
drainage issue Clark Lane Off Sheldon Ave   Roadway has drainage 

issue     

      Local Bus/Transit Service 
Provider Fayette Area Coordinated Transportation (FACT) 
New/additional routes are needed There is no existing pedestrian 
facility Bridge weight is restricted 

Response:

Brandie VanDusen Fayette

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Fayette County and PennDOT District 12 
maintenance. Public transit investments are key strategies in providing mobility for Southwestern Pennsylvania 
residents, as well as mitigating the impacts such as air pollution and congestion that are inherent in a vehicle-based 
transportation system, while additionally contributing to many of the highway system goals. The current transit 
Transportation Improvement Program is $3.259 billion and Stage 2 & 3 of the LRTP transit investment is $21.6 billion.
Also, reference Appendix IV where a detailed breakdown of both planned investment by funding category as well as 
detailed project information for planned investments in transit by all of the region's transit operators appear.

Freight Freight

SR 857. Roadway design issue (turn radius, lane width, etc), Certain 
sized tractor trailers should NOT being coming down these smaller 
roads!

Response:

Bekki Elischer Fayette

Thank you for your comments. Act 31 of 2018 incorporated some important changes affecting how large vehicles 
regulated under the federal Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) can access which roads in Pennsylvania. Act 
31 amended Section 4921 of the state’s Vehicle Code (Title 75), the act now allows those vehicles to access certain 
state and local roads that were not previously open as part of the Pennsylvania STAA network. Under Title 75, Section 
4902(a-b), municipalities have the authority to restrict vehicles by size and weight based on highway or traffic 
conditions. Typically, a study must determine if these restrictions are warranted.
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Gans Woodbridge 
Road, Do Not Allow 
Expansion of Roads 
in Gans

Land Use/Economic Development

Fay Penn is proposing a 12 foot widening of Gans Woodbridge Road 
in Springhill Township, increasing the negligible traffic on this road to 
5,000 to 7,000 cars per day. I vehemently oppose this expansion or 
any other road expansion in Gans to support the business park that 
Fay Penn has proposed. This proposal would irreparably harm 
property owners and historic properties in Gans and can't be allowed.

Response:

Taylor MillerFayette

Thank you for your comments, they will be shared with Fayette County. Local land ownership and land development 
is under the jurisdiction of the local municipality and the existing development or subdivision ordinances in place. We 
would encourage you to please contact your municipality and let your municipal leaders know about your concerns. 

Gans-Woodbridge 
Road, Springhill 
Township

Additional Comments

Long term property owners, residences, and churches shouldn't have 
their land taken to widen a road for an industrial park. No one with 
property along the road is in favor of this, and we shouldn't suffer for 
the benefit of non local companies. This road is frequently used for 
walking, jogging, and biking without issue. This planned expansion 
would destroy that. 

Response:

Brandon MillerFayette

Thank you for your comment. Local land ownership and land use is under the jurisdiction of the local 
municipality and the existing subdivision and land use ordinances in place. We would encourage you to please 
contact your municipality and let your municipal leaders know about your concerns. 
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Gans-Woodbridge 
Road, Springhill 
Township

Land Use/Economic Development 

Fay-Penn is proposing a 12 foot widening of Gans-Woodbridge Road 
in Springhill Township, increasing the negligible traffic on this road to 
5,000 to 7,000 cars per day. I vehemently oppose this expansion or 
any other road expansion in Gans to support this proposed business 
park. This proposal would irreparably harm property owners and 
historic properties in Gans and can't be allowed.     I have contacted 
Springhill Township supervisors who agree, and Fayette county 
commissioners who seem to be in favor. Expansion of Gans-
Woodbridge Road could have significant environmental impacts that 
aren't fully understood due to the rushed nature of Fay-Penn's plans. 
This road is bordered by creeks, streams, and farms.

Response:

Brandon MillerFayette

Thank you for your comments, they will be shared with Fayette County.   Local land ownership and land development 
is under the jurisdiction of the local municipality and the existing development or subdivision ordinances in place. We 
would encourage you to please contact your municipality and let your municipal leaders know about your concerns. 

land use Land Use/Economic Development 

Our local economic council has owned close to 1000 acres in the 
small town of gans for close to 30 years. They have bought out land 
that locs would have like to buy to build homes on. They have sat on 
this property and paid minimal taxes and have hurt our 
township/school district by preventing individuals to buy/build and 
bring in tax revenue. Current land use plan is for 230 acre industrial 
park in the middle of a farming town and we do not want it here.  

Response:

Rachael Alderson Fayette

Thank you for your comment. Local land ownership and land use is under the jurisdiction of the local 
municipality and the existing subdivision and land use ordinances in place. We would encourage you to 
please contact your municipality and let your municipal leaders know about your concerns. 
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Land Use/Economic 
Development

Land Use/Economic Development

This is not needed . We the community have absolutely no desire for 
this to come into our comm. it’s doing nothing but causing more harm 
then good already!We need to keep our agriculture land! How do you 
people not see that? Would you want to walk out and smell crap? 
That’s what’s going to happen when you put a sewer station across 
the road, good bye wildlife with a housing development!   

Response:

Bekki Elischer Fayette

Thank you for your comments, they will be shared with Fayette County.  Local land use decisions and land 
development is under the jurisdiction of the local municipality and the existing development or subdivision ordinances in 
place. We would encourage you to please contact your municipality and let your municipal leaders know about your 
concerns. 

Local Bus/Transit 
Service Provider

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

There is no transit service when I need it, I have never seen a bus out 
there you can’t even get delivery!

Response:

Bekki Elischer Fayette

Thank you for your comments on transit service in Fayette County. Please reference the Long-Range Transportation 
Plan's Appendix IV for a discussion of planned investment in transit across the region and across the time period of 
the current plan.  We would also point to the detail project listings for Fayette Area Coordinated Transportation
(FACT) and note the planned investments in capital improvements.  Specific comments concerning service 
frequency, area and span have been forwarded to FACT's operations team. 
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numerous accidents Safety

Serious crashes have occurred at this location, Morgantown Rd 
between the Shopping Center and intersection with Brownfield Ln. 
Numerous crashes have occurred at this location, Oncoming traffic 
causes turning difficulty,Morgantown Rd between the Shopping 
Center and intersection with Brownfield Ln has had numerous 
accidents. I propose that the speed limit be reduced and/or a stop 
sign be added at Tyrone Ave

Response:

Tina CavaliereFayette

Thank you for your comment, this issue sounds more of a local enforcement issue with reckless driving
and speeding concerns. The City of Uniontown and South Union Township can request a safety study 
from PennDOT District 12-0 with regard to your references to reducing the speed limit and additional 
signage.

Pedestrian Facilities Bus/Transit,Pedestrian/Bicycle/Alternative 
Travel Modes New/additional routes are needed, There is no existing pedestrian 

facility

Response:

Brandie VanDusen Fayette

Thank you for your comments. If you can provide additional information and context, we can respond you with a more thorough answer. 
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Pedestrian/Bicycle/Al
ternative Travel 
Modes

Pedestrian/Bicycle/Alternative Travel Modes

SR 857. There is no existing pedestrian facility, Again nothing! Watch 
for cars! Motorcycle, atvs, tractor trailers, people will run you over.     I 
can barely mow my yard! 

Response:

Bekki Elischer Fayette

Thank you for your comments. If you can provide additional information and context, we can respond to you with a more thorough answer. 

Revitalizing 
Uniontown, PA. 
Future proof it.

Pedestrian/Bicycle/Alternative Travel Modes

I would love to see a parking lot at the beginning of the city of 
Uniontown. That people park their cars and walk the city instead of 
using their. vehicles and make it a more walkable, friendly city like a 
city of Rome or Paris. Eating in town has so much downtown 
treasure. But no one ever sees it, because there are. because they're 
always in a vehicle.

Response:

Michael D CesarinoFayette

Thank you for your comments, public parking in Uniontown falls under the jurisdiction of the Uniontown Parking 
Authority. Changes in downtown parking and street usage would be proposed to Uniontown city government.  When
state routes are involved, through the PennDOT Connects process, municipalities and cities can work with PennDOT to
include active transportation options in transportation projects.
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Revitalizing 
Uniontown, PA. 
Future proof it.

Traffic/Congestion

There is congestion during special events, Oncoming traffic causes 
turning difficulty, There are several places where they need to have a 
stoplight or additional crosswalks. For pedestrians that are very 
dangerous in the city of Uniontown.

Response:

Michael D CesarinoFayette

Thank you for your comments. If you can provide additional information and context, we can respond to you with a more thorough answer. 

Revitalizing 
Uniontown, PA. 
Future proof it.

Pedestrian/Bicycle/Alternative Travel Modes

There is no existing pedestrian facility, There are no curb cuts for 
wheelchairs, Crosswalk markings are old/faded, I have so much I 
could say here. There are so many places that need wheelchair 
cuttings on the sidewalk and there's sidewalks that need repair in the 
city of Uniontown. It's just pathetic. How many sidewalks? They're 
disrepair. I have to get on the road In many cases, because there's no 
sidewalk especially walking up toward the hospital. There's no 
sidewalks once you turn off of. Where WMB says those two streets 
going up to the hospital, I have no sidewalks whatsoever. I end up 
running on the road every time I must ride up to the hospital. To get 
blood work or treatment of some sort. And as a Power chair user, it is 
just ridiculous. There should be sidewalks everywhere.

Response:

Michael D CesarinoFayette

The maintenance of sidewalks and ADA ramps in Uniontown are the responsibility of the the City of Uniontown.  Where 
state roads are adjacent, through the PennDOT Connects process, municipalities and cities can work with PennDOT to 
include active transportation improvements in upcoming transportation projects.
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Revitalizing 
Uniontown, PA. 
Future proof it.

Local Bus/Transit Service Provider

Fayette Area Coordinated Transportation (FACT), There is no transit 
service when I need it, The buses are not fuel efficient, More buses 
are needed, New/additional routes are needed, Safer transit 
stops/park and ride lots needed, There's several things that need to 
be addressed here. We need more hours for the busses to run later. 
The busses do not run adequately for someone who lives outside. of 
them. downtown corridor The bus is only run up to 8:30 during the 
week. And that is ridiculous for the people that want to go to Bingo. Or 
later on evening things out in Hopwood also. The reserve ride only 
runs till certain times in the afternoon and I. am not able to go out to 
dinner with my family because I have to be back at my house by 3:00 
o'clock. because the reserve right only runs to my location till 3:00 PM 
It really affects my quality of life because the reserve varieties should 
be available. 24/7 Just like it is in Japan, another developed 
countries. We are living in America, not a 3rd world, shittle like 
Ukraine or Russia.

Response:

Michael D CesarinoFayette

Thank you for your comments on transit service in Fayette County. Please reference Appendix IV in the Long-Range 
Transportation plan (LRTP) for a discussion of planned investment in transit across the region and across the time 
period of the current plan. Also reference the detailed project listings for Fayette Area Coordinated Transportation
(FACT) and the planned investments in capital improvements. Specific comments concerning service frequency, 
area and span have been forwarded to FACT operations.
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Revitalizing 
Uniontown, PA. 
Future proof it.

Safety

Cannot see oncoming traffic while turning,Safety concern on a hill, 
Traffic Signals are not working well

Response:

Michael D CesarinoFayette

Thank you for your comments. If you can provide additional information and context regarding the road and hill you are referring to, we can respond to 
you with a more thorough answer. 

Revitalizing 
Uniontown, PA. 
Future proof it.

Roadway Preventative Maintenance

Response:

Michael D Cesarino,     

Roadway is in poor condition, There are several streets in the city that 
have considerable potholes. That are dangers for car and also power 
wheelchairs or pedestrians because there are some places that we 
have to get on the road because the city's sidewalks are unusable 
due to. Disrepair of years of no maintenance.

Fayette

Thank you for your comment. Regarding the condition of state roads in Uniontown, the comment will be referred to 
PennDOT District 12 office.  The maintenance of sidewalks and ADA ramps in Uniontown are the responsibility of the
the City of Uniontown.  Where state roads are adjacent, through the PennDOT Connects process, municipalities and 
cities can work with PennDOT to include active transportation improvements in upcoming transportation projects.
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Roadway 
Preventative 
Maintenance, Bridge 
Maintenance, Safety

Various

Needed suggested improvements:  1. Stop light on route 51 near 
bank and Perryopolis 2. Flashing light on route 982 by Bullskin fire 
department 3. Funds to reconstruct and repave cemetery Rd. in 
Brownsville Fayette County

Response:

Vincent A. Vicites-Fayette County CommissionerFayette

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with PennDOT District 12's office and will be
retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) update.

Route 857 Roadway Preventative Maintenance

SR 857 Roadway is in poor condition, Roadway has drainage issue, 
Roadway shoulder is in need of maintenance/repair, Heavy traffic 
already on 857 due to increase in tolls - tolls in general. When you go 
to put an industrial park in do you really think people will use 43? No! 
They will use 857 causing more traffic and hazards to our roads and 
neighborhoods! 

Response:

Bekki Elischer Fayette

Thank you for your comment, the issues with the shoulder and drainage will be sent to and handled by county 
maintenance forces. As for toll roads, those locations are determined and maintained by the Pennsylvania Turnpike 
Commission, which is a separate entity. 
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Route 857 Traffic/Congestion

There is congestion during rush hour, There is congestion during rush 
hour AND at other times of day/night, Oncoming traffic causes turning 
difficulty, Posted route detour issue, I live on this road - morning 
evenings non stop - weekends non stop. During the non stop! 
Because people do not want to pay the tolls! 

Response:

Bekki Elischer Fayette

Thank you for your comments. If you can provide additional information and context, we can respond with a more thorough answer. 

Route 857 Safety

Serious crashes have occurred at this location, Numerous crashes 
have occurred at this location, Cannot see oncoming traffic while 
turning, Safety concern on a hill, Vehicles speeding around a curve, 
Oncoming traffic causes turning difficulty,   Too many poles/trees , 
Safety concern on a hill,  Vehicles speeding around a curve, Lines 
and other roadway markings are missing/faded, Oncoming traffic 
causes turning difficulty, Traffic Signals are not working well, Guide 
rails are missing or damaged, Penn dot does maintenance and 
doesn’t properly sit signs out. Again traffic issues no yo industrial 
park!!!

Response:

Bekki Elischer Fayette

Thank you for your comments, without specific locations a full response is not possible. The issues you 
addressed however, will be sent to Fayette County's maintenance team to investigate further.
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Safety Concerns 
Gans

Safety

Vehicles speeding around a curve, Gans road near store and above 
the church has cars and quarry trucks that go much to fast for those 
curves.  We've had numerous accidents on that stretch.

Response:

Kathy Miller   Fayette

Thank you for your comment and bringing this issue to our attention.

Small bridge near 
Church in Gans 

Land Use/Economic Development 

The fact that FayPenn is pushing an industrial park in our rural area.  
The Fayette county commissioners have supported this regardless of 
community opposition. I feel that an industrial park will destroy our 
rural environment.  We have a wide variety of animals, insects and 
plants that will be destroyed

Response:

Kathy Miller   Fayette

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Fayette County.
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Small bridge near 
Church in Gans 

Bridge Maintenance

Bridge weight is restricted, We often have heavy trucks, usually from 
the quarry, that go back an forth over a one lane bridge that is not 
structured to carry that weight.

Response:

Kathy Miller   Fayette

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Fayette County and PennDOT District 12 and 
will be retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) update.

SR 857 Additional 
Comments

Additional Comments

You care about our community? The environment? Wildlife? 
Agriculture? Our way of life?    Yet you are ignoring us at every single 
turn!   We pay Your salary. We pay taxes. We do not want any of this, 
rebuild what you have already built and let fall apart, without ripping 
up something that is necessary and letting it crumble like the rest of 
uniontown!     You want to make fayette county better? Start in 
uniontown! And clean that shit hole up!     Or get the democrats & 
republicans out and let the people who actually care do something! 
Which clearly are normal people not looking for a penny in there 
pocket!     It’s gross and sickening! Trust me connellsville isn’t any 
better even with all the “work” they have done.     Aka look at our 
water - is gross just like our commissioners. And fay-penn! 

Response:

Bekki Elischer Fayette

Thank you for your comments, they will be shared with Fayette County.  Local land use decisions and land 
development is under the jurisdiction of the local municipality and the existing development or subdivision ordinances in 
place.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

There is congestion 
during special events

Traffic/Congestion

There is congestion during special events

Response:

Brandie VanDusen Fayette

Thank you for your comments. If you can provide additional information and context regarding the location where you have experienced this issue, we 
can respond with a more thorough answer.

There is no existing 
pedestrian facility

Pedestrian/Bicycle/Alternative Travel Modes

There is no existing pedestrian 
facility,    

Response:

Gabonay Fayette

Thank you for your comments. If you can provide additional information and context regarding the location you are referring to, we can respond with a 
more thorough answer.

Wet Lands concern 
and environmental 
Concern

Environmental Concerns

Wet lands on Gans Woodbridge road have been sprayed with 
pesticides for commercial farming.

Response:

Rachael Alderson Fayette

Thank you for your comment. SPC has no regulatory  jurisdiction over wetland resources. Environmental permitting 
regarding wetlands in Pennsylvania falls under the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental 
Protection (DEP) and the US Army Corps of Engineers. The County Conservation District can assist with 
connecting you to the appropriate contact at DEP.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Assistance for 
municipalities to 
make and 
administer grant 
applications and 
grant projects.

Additional Comments-open-Ended 
Response Assistance for municipalities to make and administer grant 

applications and grant projects.

Response:

Lawrence Headley  Greene

Thank you for your comment. SPC is happy to provide support to local partners looking to secure grant funding or 
receive technical assistance. Please email Dj Ryan at djryan@spcregion.org to set up a discussion with the relevant 
SPC team members. 

Broadband, 
Economic and 
Development

Land Use/Economic Development 

Broadband - Economic Development in the "too hard" box for most 
townships.

Response:

Lawrence Headley  Greene

Thank you for your comment. Through SPC's Regional Connectivity Roadmap, SPC has been working with counties and other partners 
to make technical assistance and data available for local governments to assist in planning for needs in individual communities.  Please 
refer to www.spcregion.org/connected for the Connectivity Roadmap and various tools to assist local governments in their broadband 
planning. 



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Environmental 
Concern

Environmental Concerns 

Community water and sewerage.

Response:

Lawrence Headley  Greene

Thank you for your comment. We understand that water and sewer infrastructure is a concern in Greene County. SPC's 
Water Resource Center can provide technical assistance and will be monitoring federal and state funding opportunities 
to improve water and sewer infrastructure.

Greene County 
Bridge

Land Use, Bridge Maintenance

The Game Lands, generate minimal tax revenue, shifting the burden 
to the ever-declining tax base since CNX/CONSOL keeps unloading 
land onto the Game Commission. northwestern part of the township 
at the mercy of a 120-year old bridge. The Game Lands are another 
story. They generate minimal tax revenue, shifting the burden to the 
ever-declining tax base since CNX/CONSOL keeps unloading land 
onto the Game Commission. These game lands have the citizens in 
the northwestern part of the township at the mercy of a 120-year old 
bridge. Anyone who frequents Cabela’s/The Highlands from our area 
knows the bridge. It’s been broken/closed twice in the last 6-7 years 
because of heavy trucks crossing. So with the Game Lands 
surrounding the area (including the WV equivalent), the fastest detour 
is 17 miles. Several alternate routes available decades ago, township 
roads, mostly, have been cut off by PA Game Lands. Efforts to 
replace the bridge in question have proven fruitless thus far. 

Response:

Lawrence Headley  Greene

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Greene County and PennDOT District 12's office 
and will be retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program update.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Blairsville Riverfront 
Trail and Bridge 
over Rt. 22

Additional Comments-open-Ended 
Response, Trail and bridge over Rt 22 Looking forward to having the projects being completed! Blairsville 

Borough and Burrell Township

Response:

Linda Gwinn Indiana

Thank you for your comments. This project is programmed on the current 2023 Transportation Improvement Program with SPC Transportation 
Alternative Set-Aside funds.  

Bride funding Bridge replacement

is there funding for small Township bridges that are under 20 feet 
clear span?

Response:

John Emerson Gibson-Thomas Engineering Indiana

Thank you for your comments. Projects to replace small township bridges, as you describe, would be eligible for state or 
local funds only.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Planning process Planning

I would like to see some evidence that municipalities are taken into 
consideration in the planning process.

Response:

Peter Broad-Indiana BoroughIndiana

Thank you for your comments.  With regard to state transportation projects, the process of PennDOT Connects is in 
place whereby local municipalities and boroughs are consulted with regarding planned PennDOT projects. SPC's
public participation process includes outreach to counties and municipalities in the development of transportation plans 
and programs.

Broadband, 
Economic and 
Development

Various

The lack of broadband and the New Beaver Borough has an anti-
competitive factor. One company comes in from the North- another 
company comes in from the South. They refused to meet in the 
middle leaving a gap in coverage.

Response:

David W. Badger, New Beaver Borough Council-County Lawrence

Thank you for your comment. Your comment will be shared with the Beaver County's Department of Community Development. 



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Roadway 
Preventative 
Maintenance, Bridge 
Maintenance, Safety

Various

I coordinated on this-the organic component of the asphalt (tar and 
chip) used in 2022 and Southern Lawrence County failed within two 
weeks. There is no gravel at the surface. Cars and trucks and trailers 
skid through intersections. Possibly the heat and 500 gravel/limestone 
and 40-ton dump trucks a day cause some of the problems.

Response:

David W. Badger, New Beaver Borough Council-County  Lawrence

PennDOT District 11 is scheduling skid testing for that area and can follow up with them after the results are

received.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Intersection of 
Weavertown Road 
and US 19.  This 
concept called for 
an addition of a 
dedicated right-turn 
lane from US 19 
South onto 
Weavertown Rd.  
Additionally, the 
concept calls for 
adding a dedicated 
right-turn lane from 
Weavertown Rd on 
to US 19 Sout

Roadway Preventative Maintenance, Traffic 
Congestion and Safety I am writing to support having the following items from the Northern 

Washington County Study from 2018 added to the 2025-2028 TIP 
cycle: 1.	Concept 7: Intersection of Weavertown Road and US 19.  
This concept called for an addition of a dedicated right-turn lane from 
US 19 South onto Weavertown Rd.  Additionally, the concept calls for 
adding a dedicated right-turn lane from Weavertown Rd on to US 19 
South, while dedicating two left turn lanes on to US 19 North.  In 
further support of these upgrades, the Township studied this 
intersection in 2022, as part of our Traffic Impact Fee Ordinance 
study.  The results of this study concurred with the findings of the 
2018 study. 2.	Concept 7: Intersection of Weavertown Road with 
Hook Street and the I-79 Northbound off ramp. Concept 7 calls for the 
signalization of this intersection.  In support of this, the Township had 
our traffic engineers perform a PM peak hour movement count in May 
of 2023.   The traffic counts were then used to develop a traffic model 
of the intersection. Using this model, it was determined that under 
unsignalized conditions, the I-79 northbound off ramp operated at a 
Level of Service F. Existing queues along this ramp was observed to 
back up and almost spill out onto I-79 mainline. Under signalized 
conditions it was determined that the I-79 off ramp improved from a 
LOS F to a LOS D, while the entire intersection operated at an 
acceptable LOS C. All queues are predicted to be accommodated 
within the existing ramp storage areas under signalized 
conditions. To provide an LOS C or better, an additional lane would 
need to be constructed on the off-ramp, creating dual turning lanes. 
This would require Weavertown Road to be widened for 2 receiving 
lanes. Since the I-79 overpass is adjacent to this intersection, the 
widening of Weavertown Road would be very costly. In summary, the 
signalization of this ramp is required to provide an acceptable level of 
service and to reduce the queueing along the off-ramp. However, due 
to the environs of the intersection, the following other improvements 
are suggested for this intersection: -Weavertown Road westbound, 
approaches the intersection at a steep grade. Since cars will be 
stacking on Weavertown due to the signal, it is recommended that 
high friction surface treatment be installed for this approach. This 
should reduce possible rear end accidents. -Queue detection should 
be included with the design of the traffic signal. -A flashing “RED” 
signal ahead sign should be installed on the Weavertown westbound 
approach. This device should also assist in the reduction of any rear-
end accidents. 

Andrew L. Walz Manager North Strabane Township Washington



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Response: Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Washington County and PennDOT District 12 
and will be retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program update. 

Jefferson Ave/Rt 844 Roadway Preventative Maintenance

Roadway is in poor condition, Speeding from WV state line all the way 
into the City of Washington

Response:

Linda Perry   Washington

Thank you for your comments. If you can provide additional information and context regarding which 
roadway you are referring to, we can respond with a more thorough answer. Speeding is an enforcement
issue that PennDOT cannot regulate.

 Greengate Rd 
underpass under the 
RR tracks

Roadway Preventative Maintenance and 
Safety, Dangerous area and turning 
difficulty 

I would also prioritize the Greengate Rd underpass under the RR 
tracks; that is a very dangerous area, given the tight turn and narrow 
roadway.

Response:

Thomas Nies       Westmoreland

This project, North Greengate Road SR 4002 RR Tunnel, is identified on the SPC LRTP in stage 2. This project is for 
the reconfiguration of SR 4002 (North Greengate Road) in the vicinity of a railroad overpass in Hempfield Township, 
Westmoreland County. 



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

At the Donohue Rd / 
Georges Station Rd 
intersection

Roadway Preventative Maintenance and 
Safety, Traffic/Congestion, Roundabout Hello, I read the article in the Tribune about proposed road projects in 

Westmoreland county.  At the Donohue Rd / Georges Station Rd 
intersection, I would choose a roundabout. I travel there frequently, 
and agree about the backups that can occur. Drivers don’t always 
(and some say rarely) take their turn; I have noticed many times that 
those next for a right turn just proceed. I often joke that right-hand 
turns aren’t required to stop. I am glad to offer many more opinions! 
:)Thomas Nies

Response:

Thomas Nies       Westmoreland

Thank you for your comments. This project is programmed in the 2023-2026 Transportation Improvement Program 
(TIP).  A roundabout is being considered by PennDOT District 12 at this location.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Horrible, 
deteriorated 
condition of route 30 
(Lincoln Hwy) from 
the West Pittsburg 
St/W. Otterman St. 
area to the 
intersection of Route 
982 east of Latrobe

Roadway Preventive Maintenance, 
Roadway in poor condition We recently relocated to Pleasant Unity a little more than 3 years ago 

from out of state and love the location site. An outstanding 
observation we made was the horrible, deteriorated condition of route 
30 (Lincoln Hwy) from the West Pittsburg St/W. Otterman St. area to 
the intersection of Route 982 east of Latrobe. The constant hole filling 
over and over (almost always poorly executed), leaves a tough ride 
and battering of vehicle tires. Recent new paving executed west of 
the Ottoman west ramp entry was applied over a long stretch of road 
through the plaza area which was in far better condition than the 
stretch I identified.  As I write this, I noticed a stretch of Route 30 
east of Westmorland Mall had a “Skim” pavement applied over a 
rough stretch. The application was so thin, the patched areas can still 
be felt. I can only guess the cost of this application but it’s life 
expectancy would be lucky to exceed this next winter.  I have not 
read of any significant funding or plans to correctly resurface this 
length of highway. Given the traffic load, funding should be beyond a 
consideration stage. The Tribune-Review article in todays paper 
(June 5) did not mention this section of Highway. I will follow up this 
comment with a letter to the editor on the article as another form of 
communication. I thank you for the opportunity to accept public 
comments. 

Response:

Robert Gleason Westmoreland

Thank you for your comments. This area can be considered for a project or alternate improvements in the upcoming 
deliberations with county and regional officials for the 2025 Draft Transportation Improvement Program (TIP),
but will depend on consensus from work group members in the Transportation Improvement Program
development process to initiate, as well as studies to determine environmental, traffic, and other impacts.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Intersection of 
George's Station 
and Donahoe Road

Roadway Preventative Maintenance

I appreciate Penn DOT's love of roundabouts but the average 
Pennsylvanian does not. I cannot find anyone locally who truly 
understands these traffic control measures. My real question is 
whether this intersection really needs an alternative for traffic control? 
Even at the height of 'rush hour' traffic moves steadily through this 
interchange. Even a traffic light would now create a backlog of 
vehicles waiting when there is no cross traffic, a situation that 
happens way too often and creates the perception that our 
transportation experts actually do not know what they are doing.  
Please leave this intersection alone and focus on more pressing 
transportation bottlenecks. How about the interchange at Best Buy 
where we have to drive through the parking lot to try to merge onto 
Donohoe Road to get to the light at Roseytown Road?

Response:

Maureen ZangWestmoreland

Thank you for your comments. US 30 at Donohoe Road can be considered for a project or alternate improvements in 
the upcoming deliberations with county and regional officials for the 2025 Draft Transportation Improvement Program 
(TIP), but will depend on consensus from work group members in the Transportation Improvement Program
development process to initiate, as well as studies to determine environmental, traffic, and other impacts.

Intersection of 
Hollywood 
Boulevard and Rt. 22

Traffic/Congestion

Remove the No Right Turn on Red sign when turning from Hollywood 
Blvd onto Route 22 eastbound. 

Response:

Maureen ZangWestmoreland

Thank you for your comments, this comment will be passed to the PennDOT District 12's traffic unit for
further considerations. 



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

Rt 30 at 
Mountainview; 
anyone trying to turn 
left from White 
School Rd (i.e. 
Village Dr) onto 
westbound Rt 30 
faces delays

Traffic/Congestion, Safety, Turning Difficulty

I didn’t see any reference to another heavy-backup intersection, 
namely Rt 30 at Mountainview; anyone trying to turn left from White 
School Rd (i.e. Village Dr) onto westbound Rt 30 faces delays, often 
missing the traffic light. A left-turn signal in both directions should be 
considered.

Response:

Thomas Nies       Westmoreland

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will be shared with Fayette County and PennDOT District 12's 
office and will be retained as input into the 2025 Transportation Improvement Program update.



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

What concerns me 
is the portion of 
Interstate 70 I'm 
talking specifically 
about the portion 
west of the Toll 43 
cloverleaf, for about 
four or five miles to 
the interchange with 
State Route 201 in 
Rostraver Township.

Roadway Preventative Maintenance, 
Bridge Maintenance, Safety Good afternoon. I would like to comment on what I see as a big, 

gaping hole in Southwestern Pennsylvania's transportation 
infrastructure, at least as far as upgrades and repairs are concerned.  
I would consider myself to be more knowledgeable on the subject 
than the average citizen, since I follow the news on construction plans 
and projects through PennDOT, the Turnpike Commission and 
elsewhere.  For example, I am rather familiar with PennDOT's 
ongoing project to reconstruct and upgrade the Interstate 70 corridor 
between New Stanton and Washington.  The public can see those 
plans on www.i-70projects.com.  Just recently they re-did the Madison 
interchange with THREE roundabouts, which I am sure was sorely 
needed for the five cars per hour that use that interchange. I know 
that this portion of Interstate 70 was built as a local connector road in 
the early 1950's, before the Interstate Highway Network was even 
created, and that the road was pressed into service as an interstate 
until a proper upgrade could be built, which, essentially, never 
happened.  So the road has many shortcomings which fall far below 
the standards of Interstate highway design, like narrow or non-
existent shoulders, and comically short entrance and exit ramps.  
And, as I have mentioned, PennDOT has been on a program to fix 
the roadway and bring it up to those standards.  Well, most of the 
road, anyways.  What concerns me is the portion of Interstate 70 
which is quite close to my house.  I'm talking specifically about the 
portion west of the Toll 43 cloverleaf, for about four or five miles to the 
interchange with State Route 201 in Rostraver Township.  There are 
close to zero plans to fix this section, and I am fairly sure that 
statistics will show it to be the most dangerous section.  The fact that 
they lower the speed limit to 45 miles per hour in this section is a 
pretty clear indicator that they know this section is dangerous and far 
below standards.  Why is nothing being done to fix it? The 
centerpiece of this little section of danger is of course the Speers-
Belle Vernon Bridge.  Now, I will admit, the fact that I was very 
seriously injured, almost killed, on this bridge, as a police officer in a 
line of duty, certainly is a reason why I am speaking up on the 
subject, and a reason why I am so incredulous that nothing is being 
done about it.  Again, the bridge was built in the early 1950's, and far 
below the necessary standards for a major Interstate highway bridge. 
There are no shoulders on either side, just maybe 12 inches from the 
lane stripe to the concrete barrier to the left or right.  There are 
interchanges immediately on both ends of the bridge, with ramps that 
do not allow for properly merging traffic.  If I need to request specific 
statistics from PennDOT I can, but as a local police officer and 
volunteer firefighter, I can tell you that serious accidents on this bridge 
are frequent, far beyond the one that almost killed me. From Toll 43 

Michael Natale, Smithton PA Chief of PoliceWestmoreland



Project Project Description County

Comment Summary

2023 SPC Draft LRP Public Comment Period Response to Comments

Comment Source,

west to Washington, and from Rostraver east to New Stanton, the 
whole highway is being massively rebuilt.  Hey, they may even be 
able to raise the speed limit from 55 to 65 or even 70, like every other 
rural highway in the state.  Why the ridiculous lack of anything in the 
most dangerous section?  I'm sure they'll say that they're doing 
something there.  Sure, they built a new bridge at the Upper Speers 
exit (#39), so that taller trucks could pass underneath.  Did they even 
bother to lengthen the westbound exit ramp?  Of course not.  Same 
with the North Belle Vernon exit (#42).  You still have to come to a 
complete stop at the end of the westbound entrance ramp.  A very 
safe situation there.  And in the very congested Route 201 
interchange, they couldn't even bother to replace the bridge!  They 
just jacked it up a little. I've been to community meetings with 
PennDOT and asked this question, and have only received pat and 
dismissive answers.  I will assume I'll only be getting more of the 
same.  Nevertheless, this is my public comment.  The bridge and the 
roadway on either side is deadly, and a fresh coat of paint doesn't do 
a damn thing to fix it.  I see zero plans to address the problem, and 
that rather bothers me.  -Michael R. Natale Long Branch, PA

Response: Thank you for your comment. Studies are being initiated to determine an alternate reconfiguration of the PA 201 
interchange and the surrounding roadways (Pricedale Road, and the intersection of PA 201 and Vance DeiCas 
Highway), as well as to change the template of the interstate to meet current roadway criteria. There is also a project to 
reconstruct Interstate 70 from the Belle Vernon Bridge to the Bentleyville Interchange to meet current roadway criteria 
on the 2023-2026 Transportation Improvement Program, with later phases and construction being carried over to the 
2025 program, and the upcoming Arnold City Interchange project will provide a modern interchange that will also help 

alleviate traffic at the I-70/PA 201 interchange by drawing more traffic to that location to access the area surrounding 
the comment area. We would be happy to further discuss these plans with you and will be contacting you to do so.
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IV. Written and Electronic Comments
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Public Comments May 11 - June 9, 2023



Ronda Craig 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Follow Up Flag: 

Flag Status: 

Hello, 

Cheryl Stephens < cheryl@pittsburghforpublictransit.org > 
Friday, June 9, 2023 6:37 PM 

Comments 

mjmmq1@gmail.com 

SPC Long Transportation Plan Public Comments 

Mary Jo and Phil Bondi Public Comments.pdf 

Follow up 

Flagged 

These comments on SmartMoves for a Changing Region: Long Range Transportation Plan and Transportation 
Improvement Programs are submitted on behalf of Mary Jo Bondi and Phil Bondi. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Cheryl Stephens 

(she/her) 

Community Organizer 

Pittsburghers for Public Transit 

che ryl@pittsbu rghfo rpu blictra nsit.org 

(412) 495-5714









































































































































































































































Ronda Craig

From: Andy Walz <awalz@northstrabanetwp.com> 

Wednesday, June 7, 2023 9:32 AM 

Comments 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 'Mark Szewcow' 

Subject: Northern Washington Count Study- Concept 7 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 

Flag Status: Flagged 

I am writing to support having the following items from the Northern Washington County Study from 2018 added to the 

2025-2028 TIP cycle: 

1. Concept 7: Intersection of Weavertown Road and US 19. This concept called for an addition of a dedicated right

turn lane from US 19 South onto Weavertown Rd. Additionally, the concept calls for adding a dedicated right

turn lane from Weavertown Rd on to US 19 South, while dedicating two left turn lanes on to US 19 North. In

further support of these upgrades, the Township studied this intersection in 2022, as part of our Traffic Impact

Fee Ordinance study. The results of this study concurred with the findings of the 2018 study.

2. Concept 7: Intersection of Weavertown Road with Hook Street and the 1-79 Northbound off ramp. Concept 7

calls for the signalization of this intersection. In support of this, the Township had our traffic engineers perform

a PM peak hour movement count in May of 2023. The traffic counts were then used to develop a traffic model

of the intersection. Using this model, it was determined that under unsignalized conditions, the 1-79 northbound

off ramp operated at a Level of Service F. Existing queues along this ramp was observed to back up and almost

spill out onto 1-79 mainline.

Under signalized conditions it was determined that the 1-79 off ramp improved from a LOS F to a LOS D, while

the entire intersection operated at an acceptable LOS C. All queues are predicted to be accommodated within

the existing ramp storage areas under signalized conditions.

To provide an LOS C or better, an additional lane would need to be constructed on the off-ramp, creating dual

turning lanes. This would require Weavertown Road to be widened for 2 receiving lanes. Since the 1-79 overpass

is adjacent to this intersection, the widening of Weavertown Road would be very costly.

In summary, the signalization of this ramp is required to provide an acceptable level of service and to reduce the

queueing along the off-ramp. However, due to the environs of the intersection, the following other

improvements are suggested for this intersection:

-Weavertown Road westbound, approaches the intersection at a steep grade. Since cars will be stacking on

Weavertown due to the signal, it is recommended that high friction surface treatment be installed for this

approach. This should reduce possible rear end accidents.

-Queue detection should be included with the design of the traffic signal.

-A flashing "RED" signal ahead sign should be installed on the Weavertown westbound approach. This device

should also assist in the reduction of any rear-end accidents.

Andrew L. Walz 

Manager 

1 

North Strabane Township 

724-745-8880

awalz@northstrabanetwp.com

northstrabanetwp.com

























Comments Received After the Close of the Formal Public 
Comment Period Held May 11, 2023 through June 9, 2023  

Comments received after the close of the formal public comment period (May 
11, 2023 through June 9, 2023) were provided to SPC members for consideration 
and have been included in this Public Participation Report for SmartMoves for a 
Changing Region.  

SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023

Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 



Ronda Craig

From: Linda Duffy 
Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Monday, June 12, 2023 7:13 AM 
Caitlin O'Connor; Ronda Craig 
Ailisa Sobien; Mary Brangan 

Subject: FW: Letter in PO Box 
Attachments: Letter - Beaver County - 6-10-23.pdf 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Flagged 

Good morning, all 

Please see attached 

Lida 1Je1h 
Development Program Assistant 

Southwestern PA Corporation/ Commission 

412-391-5590 x0324

From: Ailisa Sobien <asobien@spcregion.org> 

Sent: Monday, June 12, 2023 6:27 AM 

To: Linda Duffy <lduffy@spcregion.org>; Mary Brangan <mbrangan@spcregion.org> 
Subject: Letter in PO Box 

Hi Linda and Mary, 

The attached letter was in the PO Box. I wasn't sure who to route it to. Would you be able to help me with this? 

Thanks, 

A� So-vi£¥v 

Finance Director 

Southwestern Pennsylvania Corporation 

1 





















Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 

V. Documentation of Public
Outreach Activities to Libraries 

and Cultural Communities  

SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023



SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSION
NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD AND VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEETINGS

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) is seeking input from the public on 
the following important draft documents that will advance investments in the region's 
transportation plan: 

 Draft 2023-2050 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), which identifies the region’s
priority roadway, transit, and multimodal transportation improvements programmed for
advancement over the next 20-25 years

 Environmental Justice Benefits and Burdens Assessment of the Draft 2023-2050 LRTP

 Air Quality Conformity Determination for the Draft 2023-2050 LRTP

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission engaged with libraries, grassroots 
organizations, cultural organizations, and community-service providers asking the 
organizations to post/display SPC's public meeting notices, informational materials on 
their websites, share on social media, and place information materials at their facilities.

 72+ Libraries
 9 Cultural Organizations

Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 

SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023



Libraries
Adams Memorial Library
Andrew Carnegie Free Library
Apollo Memorial Library
Belle Vernon Public Library
Bethel Park Public Library
B. F. Jones Memorial Library
Blairsville Free Library
Brownsville Free Library
Burgettstown Community Library
Butler Area Public Library
Carnegie Free Library of Beaver Falls
Carnegie Free Library of Connellsville
Carnegie Free Library of Swissvale
Carnegie Library of Homestead
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Allegheny
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Beechview
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Brookline
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Carrick
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Downtown
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - East Liberty
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Hazelwood
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Hill District
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Homewood
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Knoxville
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Lawrenceville
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped Carnegie Library of 
Pittsburgh - Mt. Washington
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Oakland (Main)
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Sheraden
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - South Side
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Squirrel Hill
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - West End
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh - Woods Run
Chartiers-Houston Community Library
Citizens Library
Community Library of Allegheny Valley
Cranberry Public Library
Ellwood City Public Library
Eva K. Bowlby Memorial Library
Flenniken Memorial Library
Ford City Public Library
Frank Sarris Public Library
Freeport Area Library Association
Indiana Free Library
Indiana University of Pennsylvania Stapleton Library

Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 
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Libraries
Jefferson Library
Kittanning Free Library
Laughlin Memorial Free Library
Leechburg Public Library
Mars Area Public Library
Monongahela Area Library
Monaca Public Library
Moon Township Public Library
Monessen Public Library
Monroeville Public Library
Mount Lebanon Public Library
Murrysville Community Library
New Castle Public Library
Northland Public Library
Norwin Public Library
Penn Hills Library
Peoples Library
Peters Township Library
Rostraver Public Library
Saltsburg Free Public Library
Scottdale Public Library
Shaler North Hills Library
Uniontown Public Library
Worthington West Franklin Community Library
Western Allegheny Community Library
Zelienople Public Library

Cultural Communities
Casa San Jose
Latino Community Center
Pittsburgh Metropolitan Area Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
The Pittsburgh Hispanic Development Corporation
Labor Council for Latin American Advancement
Pittsburgh Latino Magazine
JFCS Jewish Family and Community Serivces (Media and PR Requests) JFCS 
Jewish Family and Community Serivces (General Inquiries)
JFCS Jewish Family and Community Serivces (Career Services)
JFCS Jewish Family and Community Serivces (Refugee & Immigrant Services) 
JFCS’s Ukraine Welcome to Pittsburgh Chinese Cultural Center 

Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 
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Ronda Craig 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Ronda Craig 

Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:22 AM 

library@adamslib.org; forbes.mj@gmail.com; apollo@armstronglibraries.org; 

bvlibrary@comcast.ne; bethelpark@einetwork.ne; info@bfjoneslibrary.org; 

brpublib@gmail.com; librarian@burglibrary.org; baplreference@bcfls.org; 

rcrisci@beaverlibraries.org; cargnegie@carnegiefreelib.org; 

carnegiefreelibraryofswissvale@gmail.com; clyons@carnegieofhomestead.org; 

chclbusiness@gmail.com; citlib@citlib.org; clavlibraryharrison@gmail.com; 

cranberry@bcfls.org; ellwood_library@lawrencecountylibrary.org; 

reference@evakbowlby.org; director@flenniken.org; fordcity@armstronglibraries.org; 

info@franksarrislibrary.org; fala@salsgiver.com; lauri.fletcher@indianafreelibrary.org; 

erik.nordberg@iup.edu; milnerj@einetwork.net; jmulcahy@beaverlibraries.org; 

leechburgpubliclibrary@yahoo.com; cboland@marslibrary.org; 

monongahelalib@gmail.com; psmith@beaverlibraries.org; moontwp@einetwork.net; 

Monessen.Public.Library@gmail.com; henlinen@einetwork.net; 

events@mtlebanonlibrary.org; murrysville@wlnonline.org; scollins@ncdlc.org; 

northland@einetwork.net; dfalk@norwinpubliclibrary.net; phlibrary@einetwork.net; 

ptlib@ptlibrary.org; rostraver@wlnonline.org; saltsburgfreelibrary@gmail.com; 

scottdalepubliclibrary@gmail.com; shalerref@einetwork.net; info@uniontownlib.org; 

wwlibrary@comcast.net; westalleg heny@einetwork.net; zelienople@bcfls.org 

Attention Please Share, Open Public Comment Period Starting May 11 through June 8, 

2023, We Want To Hear From The Public 

PD10007 _PPP-Library File.pdf; PD10007 _PPP-Ad_ 10-625X1 0_SPANISH.pdf; PD10007 

_PPP-Ad_ 10-625X1 0_ITALIAN.pdf; PD10007 _PPP-Ad_ 10-625X1 0_H IN Dl.pdf; PD 10007 

_PPP-Ad_ 10-625X10-TRADITIONAL CH IN ESE.pdf; PD10007 _PPP-Library File.pdf 

Good morning, 

My name is Ronda Craig, Public Involvement Coordinator with the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission. We are the 

metropolitan planning organization for a 10-county region including Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Butler, Fayette, 

Green, Indiana, Lawrence, Westmoreland, Washington, and the City of Pittsburgh. 

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) is seeking input from the public on the following important draft 

documents: 

SmartMoves for a Changing Region Transportation and Development Plan- identifying the region's priority roadways, 

transit and multimodal transportation improvements programmed over the next 25-30 years. 

Environmental Justice Benefits and Burdens Assessment of SmartMoves for a Changing Region 

Air Quality Conformity Determination for SmartMoves for a Changing Region 

The open comment period begins on May 11th and runs through June 8, 2023. 

Could you please provide a hard copy of the attached Legal Notice of Public Comment and Public Meeting in the library 

for the public to access and review. 

Could you also post the Legal Notice of Public Comment and Public Meeting on your Library's website and on any social 

media sites you may have. The Legal Notice of Public Comment and Public Meeting is attached in multiple languages. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call, or e-mail me at 724-762-2569 or rcraig@spcregion.org. 

1 



Thank you and have a wonderful day. 

Ronda 
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From: Ronda Craig 

Sent: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 10:22 AM 

To: library@adamslib.org; forbes.mj@gmail.com; apollo@armstronglibraries.org; bvlibrary@comcast.ne; 

bethelpark@einetwork.ne; info@bfjoneslibrary.org; brpublib@gmail.com; librarian@burglibrary.org; 

baplreference@bcfls.org; rcrisci@beaverlibraries.org; cargnegie@carnegiefreelib.org; 

carnegiefreelibraryofswissvale@gmail.com; clyons@carnegieofhomestead.org; chclbusiness@gmail.com; 

citlib@citlib.org; clavlibraryharrison@gmail.com; cranberry@bcfls.org; ellwood_library@lawrencecountylibrary.org; 

reference@evakbowlby.org; director@flenniken.org; fordcity@armstronglibraries.org; info@franksarrislibrary.org; 

fala@salsgiver.com; lauri.fletcher@indianafreelibrary.org; erik.nordberg@iup.edu; milnerj@einetwork.net; 

jmulcahy@beaverlibraries.org; leechburgpubliclibrary@yahoo.com; cboland@marslibrary.org; 

monongahelalib@gmail.com; psmith@beaverlibraries.org; moontwp@einetwork.net; 

Monessen.Public.Library@gmail.com; henlinen@einetwork.net; events@mtlebanonlibrary.org; 

murrysville@wlnonline.org; scollins@ncdlc.org; northland@einetwork.net; dfalk@norwinpubliclibrary.net; 

phlibrary@einetwork.net; ptlib@ptlibrary.org; rostraver@wlnonline.org; saltsburgfreelibrary@gmail.com; 

scottdalepubliclibrary@gmail.com; shalerref@einetwork.net; info@uniontownlib.org; wwlibrary@comcast.net; 

westallegheny@einetwork.net; zelienople@bcfls.org 

Subject: Attention Please Share, Open Public Comment Period Starting May 11 through June 8, 2023, We Want To Hear 

From The Public 

Good morning, 

My name is Ronda Craig, Public Involvement Coordinator with the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission. We are the 

metropolitan planning organization for a 10-county region including Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Butler, Fayette, 

Green, Indiana, Lawrence, Westmoreland, Washington, and the City of Pittsburgh. 

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) is seeking input from the public on the following important draft 

documents: 

SmartMoves for a Changing Region Transportation and Development Plan- identifying the region's priority 

roadways, transit and multimodal transportation improvements programmed over the next 25-30 years. 

Environmental Justice Benefits and Burdens Assessment of SmartMoves for a Changing Region 

Air Quality Conformity Determination for SmartMoves for a Changing Region 

The open comment period begins on May 11th and runs through June 8, 2023. 

Could you please provide a hard copy of the attached Legal Notice of Public Comment and Public Meeting in the library 

for the public to access and review. 

Could you also post the Legal Notice of Public Comment and Public Meeting on your Library's website and on any social 

media sites you may have. The Legal Notice of Public Comment and Public Meeting is attached in multiple languages. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call, or e-mail me at 724-762-2569 or rcraig@spcregion.org. 

Thank you and have a wonderful day. 

Ronda 
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SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSION 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD AND PUBLIC MEETINGS 

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) is seeking input from the public on the following 

important draft documents: 

SmartMoves for a Changing Region transportation and development plan, which identifies 

the region's priority roadway, transit and multimodal transportation improvements 

programmed for advancement over the next 25-30 years 

Environmental Justice Benefits and Burdens Assessment of 

Smart Moves for a Changing Region 

Air Quality Conformity Determination for SmartMoves for a Changing Region 

Beginning May 11, 2023, these draft documents will be available for public review at www.spcregion.org, 

the City of Pittsburgh's Department of City Planning, County Planning Departments, and many public libraries 

throughout Southwestern Pennsylvania. 

SPC's Public Participation Panels encourage you to attend a public meeting to learn more about the draft 

documents. Meetings will be open house in format. There will be opportunities to look at maps, talk to 

representatives from SPC, Penn DOT, transit operators, and planning departments, ask questions, and submit 

comments. 

Beaver County May 11, 2023 2-4 PM

Virtual Meeting -Link at https://www.spcregion.org/events/

Washington County May 15, 2023 3-5 PM

Courthouse Square Building, 100 West Beau Street, Suite 103/104 Washington, PA 15301 

Indiana County May 18, 2023 3-5 PM

PA CareerLink Building, 300 Indian Springs Rd, Indiana, PA 15701 

Lawrence County May 22, 2023 11 :30-1 PM 

Hutchison Community Center Pearson Park Drive Neshannock Township, PA 16105 

Armstrong County May 23, 2023 3-5 PM 

Butler Community College (BC3), 1100 4th Avenue Ford City, PA 16226 

The City of Pittsburgh May 25, 2023 5:30 - 7:30 PM 

Virtual Meeting - Link at https://www.spcregion.org/events/

Westmoreland County May 30, 2023 5-7 PM

Westmoreland County Courthouse, Public Meeting Room, 2 N Main Street Greensburg, PA 15601 

Fayette County May 31, 2023 5:30-7:30 PM 

2 W Main Street (Formerly the Gallatin Bank Building), Uniontown, PA 15401 

Greene County June 1,2023 5-7 PM 

Greene County Career and Technology Center, 60 Zimmerman Drive Waynesburg, PA 15370 

Butler County June6,2023 5-6:30 PM

Virtual Meeting - Link at https://www.spcregion.org/events/

Allegheny County June 8, 2023 6-7:30 PM

Virtual Meeting -Link at https://www.spcregion.org/events/

Comments on the draft documents will be accepted by SPC representatives at any meeting. Written comments may 

also be submitted on line at www.surveymonkey.com/r/SP(_Public_lnput, emailed to comments@spcregion.org, 

mailed to SPC Comments at PO Box 101429, Pittsburgh, PA 15237 or faxed to (412) 391-9160. 

All comments must be received by Friday, June 9th at 4 P.M.

The Southwestern Pennsylvanla Commission (SPC) ls committed to compliance with nondiscrimination requirements of clvll rights statutes, executive orders. regulatlons and policies 

applicable to the programs and activities lt administers. Accordingly, SPC ls committed to ensuring that program beneficiaries receive public participation opportunities without regard 
to race, color, national origin, sex, age,dtsablllty or economic status. Meeting fadlitles are accesstble to persons with dlsablllties and the locations are reachable by publk transit SPC 

wlll provide auxiliary services for lndivfduals with language, speech, sight or hearing needs, provided the request for assistance is made 3 days prior to the meeting. SPC wlll attempt to 

satisfy requests made with less than 3 days notice as resources allow. Please make your request for auxiliary servkes to Ronda Craig at (412) 391-5590, Ext 0372, or rcralg@spcreglon. 

org. If you belleve you have been denied partlclpatlon opportunities, or otherwise discriminated against In relation to the programs or activities administered by SPC, you may file a 

complaint using the procedures provided In our complaint process document or by contacting SPC's ntle VI Coordinator by calling (412) 391-5590. For more Information, or to obtain a 

Trtfe VI Discrimination Complaint Form, please see our website at www.spcreglon.org or call 412 -391-5590. 

TRANSIT SERVICE INFORMATION - For Information regarding transit services In Allegheny County, please call Pittsburgh Regional Transit Customer Service at 412-442-2000. For transit 

information In other counties, please visit www.commutelnfo.org/comm_trans.shtml or call 1-888-819-6110. 

This notice satisfies the program of projects requirements of the Urbanized Area Formula Program of the Federal Transit Administration for Beaver CountyTranslt Authority, 

Sutler Transit Authority, Fayette Area Coordinated Transit, Mid Mon Valley Transit Authority, Port Authority 

of Allegheny County, Washington County Transportation Authority, Westmoreland CountyTransltAuthortty, SPC. and Commutelnfo, a program of the SPC. 
PS 10007 4/23 











1. Ask a staff library professional to direct you to a computer
terminal with access to the internet. You may access the
SPC website using a variety of web browsers.

2. Type: www.spcregion.org into your web browser address
line.

3. At the SPC Homepage click on the icon for SmartMoves
for a Changing Region

4. From here, you may review all associate materials related
to SmartMoves for a Changing Region

Note: Please ask your library professional regarding the 
availability and cost for copied or printed material. The 
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission and our partner 
libraries are not responsible for costs related to any personal 
printed material. 

Thank you for using the Southwestern Pennsylvania 
Commission's Online Document Review Network. By utilizing 
this service, and through the assistance and cooperation of this 
library, SPC is working to enhance the availability and review 
experience of our transportation planning efforts, while reducing 
mailing and disposal expenses.

SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023 

Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 



VI. Summaries of Virtual and
In-Person Public Participation 

Panel (PPP) Meetings, Electronic 
Communications, Social Media 

Posts, and Media Coverage 

SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023

Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 



SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023 

There were seven in-person and four virtual Public Participation Panel (PPP) meetings 
held between May 11, 2023 and June 8, 2023 that provided an overview of the draft 
LRTP documents, updates on project advancement, and opportunities for the public to 
ask questions and submit comments over light refreshments. These meetings were held 
for each of the ten counties in the SPC region and the City of Pittsburgh. SPC worked 
directly with Commissioners, Planning Directors, Public Participation Panelists, and 
PennDOT to coordinate all of the details for the Public meetings.

-Beginning on Monday, May 11, 2023, the draft documents were made available for public 
review on SPC's website at www.spcregion.org.

-The PPP Fall 2022 and Spring 2023 meetings included a combined total of 362 county 
participants, and 228 SPC staff and PennDOT staff participants that participated virtually 
or in-person. All virtual PPP meetings were recorded and made available Online.

-Public meeting consisted of 7 in-person and 4 virtual meetings.

--Media outlets throughout Southwestern Pennsylvania were pitched and notified of our 
meetings. This included pitch notes and media advisories being sent to. Earned media: 
We secured 19 news stories (this included 3 television interviews, 13 newspaper/online 
articles and 3 radio  spots. 

-A social media toolkit was customized for each of the SPC counties and the City of 
Pittsburgh. Social Media posts promoting the PPP meetings were developed on all SPC's 
channels to engage with the 10-county region. Across social media platforms, there were 
40+ posts, 325+ engagements, 167+ reactions, 44+ shares, 16 comments, 1,038+ 
impressions, 39+ likes and 22+ retweets.

-Save-the-date calendar invites were sent to all ten counties and the City of Pittsburgh. 
The invite included a social media toolkit. Follow-up emails were sent to all ten counties 
and the City of Pittsburgh that included draft LRTP information links, a SurveyMonkey link 
to submit public comments, a meeting link for all virtual meetings, contact information, and 
any media coverage links.

-A total of 78 public comments were received regarding the draft LRTP. During the public 
comment period, SPC received the following: 5 written comments; 36 emailed comments; 
31 Online comments through SurveyMonkey. An additional 6 comments were received 
after the close of the public comment period and 21 evaluations.

-SPC promoted the PPP meetings and public comment period through content that SPC 
curated on the SPC website and in the SPC newsletter. There were 731 website views on 
the draft LRTP page and 324 website views on the event section, l links).

-Paid media advertisements/legal ads were placed in 12 newspapers/hard copy 
publications in SWPA print and online. 

Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 
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2022-2023 Public Meeting Particiipation 

Regional County SPC Staff and Penn DOT 

Participation 2022-2023 Participation 2022-2023 

■ 2022-2023 Public Mleeti ng Pa rtici pat ion

Public Meeting Participation Fall 2022 and Spring 2023



Number of 

Participants for 

County Date Time In Person/Virtually Public Meeting 2023 Place 

Beaver County May 11, 2023 2-4 PM Virtually 59 Virtually 

Courthouse Square Building, 

Washington 100 West Beau Street, Suite 103/104 

County May 15, 2023 3-5 PM In Person 57 Washington, PA 15301 

Indiana County May 18, 2023 3-5 PM In Person 52 Careerlink Building, 300 Indian Springs Rd, Indiana PA 

Hutchison Community Center Pearson Park Drive 

Lawrence County May 22, 2023 11:30-1:00 PM In Person 61 Neshannock Township PA 16105 

BC3 (Butler Community College), 1100 4th Avenue Ford 

Armstrong County May 23, 2023 3-5 PM In Person 45 City PA 

The City of 

Pittsburgh May 25, 2023 5:30 - 7:30 pm Virtually 50 Virtually 

Westmoreland County Courthouse, Commissioners Public 

Westmoreland Meeting Room, Courthouse Square 2 N Main Street 

County May 30, 2023 5-7 PM In Person 48 Greensburg PA 15601 

2 W Main Street Uniontown (Formerly the Gallatin Bank 

Fayette County May 31, 2023 5:30-7:30 PM In Person 64 Building), Uniontown PA 

llJreene Lounty Lareer and I echnology Lenter, ou 

Greene County June 1, 2023 5-7 PM In Person 39 Zimmerman Drive Waynesburg PA 

Butler County June 6, 2023 5-6:30 PM Virtually 53 Virtually 

Allegheny County June 8, 2023 6-7:30 PM Virtually 62 Virtually 



















Ronda Craig

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Good Morning Carla. 

Ronda Craig 
Friday, May 19, 2023 9:37 AM 
Carla Fritch 
FW: ATTENTION PLEASE SHARE Social Media Toolkit for May 23, 2023 Armstrong 
County Public Meeting 
Draft Posts -Armstrong County - PPP Meetings.docx; Social Media ToolKit Instruction 
Guide for Armstrong County - PD 10154_PPP.pdf; SocialMediaGraphics_FBStory2.jpg; 
SocialMediaGraphics_Linkedin.jpg; SocialMediaGraphics_Post.jpg; 
SocialMediaGraphics_Post2.jpg; SocialMediaGraphics_FBEvent.jpg; 
SocialMediaGraphics_FBStory.jpg 

Could you possible push this out to the group and any other Armstrong County groups who may feel will benefit. 
I'm hoping we can get a good turnout at the meeting. 
Only 8 people accepted the meeting so far. Any helping would be greatly appreciated and will be good for our 
community and Armstrong County as a whole. 
Thanks and have a good day. @dlb 
Ronda 

From: Ronda Craig 
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2023 6:23 PM 
To: fbpitzer@co.armstrong.pa.us; jlbowser@co.armstrong.pa.us; bogiegoughler@progressiveworkshop.com; 
pljohnston@tandctransit.com; jruffaner@windstream.net; chriszavlt@gmail.com; ddalviano@co.armstrong.pa.us; 
lbaker@pahousegop.com; mdillon-gr@pa.gov; doberlan@pahousegop.com; dkmyers@co.armstrong.pa.us; 
kwingard@eldertonbank.com; araible@pa.gov; jdias@pasen.gov; hswan@pa.gov; msmollick@co.armstrong.pa.us; 
amajor@pahousegop.com; lynda@akstrong.com; svitekrggb@comcast.net; pjfabian@co.armstrong.pa.us; 
jlrenshaw@co.armstrong.pa.us; dpalmer@manortownshippa.com; parkstwp@kiski.net; briallen@pa.gov; Carla Fritch 
<cfritch@tricountywib.org> 
Subject: ATTENTION PLEASE SHARE Social Media Toolkit for May 23, 2023 Armstrong County Public Meeting 

Good afternoon all. 

I hope you are having a wonderful start to your week. 

Attached is the social media toolkit materials for the upcoming, May 23, in person Armstrong County Public Meeting on 
the Long-Range Transportation Plan. 

You will find the instruction guide (PDF), the Word doc (contains the copy of draft posts), and the accompanying visuals 
(graphics). There are draft posts and visuals for Facebook, lnstagram, Twitter, and Linkedln. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Ronda 
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Ronda Craig

Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: 

ATTENTION SAVE THE DATE! The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission and 

Armstrong County, Public Participation Panel will host an informational Public meeting 

and open house, Tuesday May 23, 2023 from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Butler Community College (BC3) 1100 4th Avenue, Ford City 

Tue 5/23/2023 3:00 PM 

Tue 5/23/2023 5:00 PM 

Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

Ronda Craig 

fbpitzer@co.armstrong.pa.us; jlbowser@co.armstrong.pa.us; 

bogiegoughler@progressiveworkshop.com; pijohnston@tandctransit.com; 

jruffaner@windstream.net; chriszavlt@gmail.com; ddalviano@co.armstrong.pa.us; 

lbaker@pahousegop.com; mdillon-gr@pa.gov; doberlan@pahousegop.com; 

dkmyers@co.armstrong.pa.us; kwingard@eldertonbank.com; araible@pa.gov; 

jdias@pasen.gov; hswan@pa.gov; msmollick@co.armstrong.pa.us; 

amajor@pahousegop.com; lynda@akstrong.com; svitekrggb@comcast.net; 

pjfabian@co.armstrong.pa.us; jlrenshaw@co.armstrong.pa.us; 

dpalm_er@manortownshippa.com; parkstwp@kiski.net; briallen@pa.gov; 'RondaC354 

@gmail.com'; Karen Zapp 

Good Afternoon Armstrong County Panelist! 

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission and Armstrong County, Public Participation Panel will 
host an informational Public meeting and open house, Tuesday May 23, 2023 from 3:00 p.m. to 
5:00 p.m. This meeting will begin with a short presentation of the Southwestern Pennsylvania 
Commission's Long-Range Plan and a display of Armstrong County Transportation Projects. The 
meeting will be held at Butler Community College (BC3) 1100 4th Avenue, Ford City starting at 
3:00 p.m. and light refreshments will be provided. 

The Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) is currently being updated for 2023, and this meeting 
will serve as your opportunity to provide your thoughts, comments and feedback, during our formal 
open comment period (May 11-June 9, 2023), before a draft LRTP is submitted for adoption on June 
26, 2023. Members of PennDOT, SPC, the County and transit representatives will be available to 
answer questions pertaining to specific transportation projects and infrastructure planning. 

Thank you for your commitment to planning initiatives in Armstrong County. Please help in 
forwarding on this "Save the Date" to other county and community members who could benefit in 
attending the meeting. If you have any questions or concerns please contact Ronda Craig, SPC, at 
724-762-2569. @
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Ronda Craig

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Good morning, 

Ronda Craig 
Thursday, May 25, 2023 9:48 AM 
fbpitzer@co.armstrong.pa.us; jlbowser@co.armstrong.pa.us; 
bogiegoughler@progressiveworkshop.com; pljohnston@tandctransit.com; 
jruffaner@windstream.net; chriszavlt@gmail.com; ddalviano@co.armstrong.pa.us; 
lbaker@pahousegop.com; mdillon-gr@pa.gov; doberlan@pahousegop.com; 
dkmyers@co.armstrong.pa.us; kwingard@eldertonbank.com; araible@pa.gov; 
jdias@pasen.gov; hswan@pa.gov; msmollick@co.armstrong.pa.us; 
amajor@pahousegop.com; lynda@akstrong.com; svitekrggb@comcast.net; 
pjfabian@co.armstrong.pa.us; jlrenshaw@co.armstrong.pa.us; 
dpalmer@manortownshippa.com; parkstwp@kiski.net; briallen@pa.gov; 'RondaC354 
@gmail.com'; Karen Zapp; whitev@acmh.org; articcatvtwin@yahoo.com; 
jdias@pasen.gov; Tiffany Chaffee 
A HUGE THANK YOU for attending the Armstrong County Public meeting and ALL the 
Information from the meeting 
5-23-23_ARCO_LRTP _Slides_FINAL_DRAFT _5-23-23 PDF.pdf; IMG_0119.jpg

Thank you so much for participating in the Armstrong County Public meeting on Tuesday, May 23. It was great to meet 
in person and place a face to a name. 

Awesome Turnout! Thank You Commissioners, Armstrong County Planning Office and everyone who made Tuesdays 
success possible. Thank You Panelist for your participation and those new faces for coming outd]1@. 

Attached is the Long Range Transportation Plan presentation and a photo from the Public meeting. 

Below you will find links from the Executive Summary, Draft Plan, Story Map and Appendix IV Project Currently, and 
submit your public comments. 

Here are the links for the Long-Range Transportation Executive Summary PD10155 Executive-Summary.pdf 
(spcregion.org) 

The Long-Range Transportation Draft plan SmartMoves-LRTP.pdf (spcregion.org). 

The SmartMoves Story Map SmartMoves for a Changing Region Transportation Investments (arcgis.com). 

Appendix IV: Regional Vision List for Southwestern Pennsylvania-Revenues and Projects Currently Within Fiscal Capacity 
Appendix-lV-1-FI NAL-DRAFT-Combined-Files-5.8.23.pdf (spcregion.org) 

The public comment period is May 11.-June 9, 2023. There are a variety of ways to provide your comments and 
feedback. 

Please click the link SPC Public Input Form Survey (surveymonkey.com) or submit your comments, thoughts, ideas or 
concerns to comments@spcregion.org. 

Have a great Memorial Day! 

Ronda 
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SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSION

NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD AND PUBLIC MEETINGS

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) is seeking input from the public on the following  
important draft documents:

• SmartMoves for a Changing Region transportation and development plan, which identifies the region’s priority roadway,  
transit and multimodal transportation improvements programmed for advancement over the next 25-30 years

• Environmental Justice Benefits and Burdens Assessment of Smart Moves for a Changing Region

• Air Quality Conformity Determination for SmartMoves for a Changing Region 

Beginning May 11, 2023, these draft documents will be available for public review at www.spcregion.org, the City of Pittsburgh’s Department of 
City Planning, County Planning Departments, and many public libraries throughout Southwestern Pennsylvania.

SPC’s Public Participation Panels encourage you to attend a public meeting to learn more about the draft documents. Meetings will be open house 
in format. There will be opportunities to look at maps, talk to representatives from SPC, PennDOT, transit operators, and planning departments, ask 
questions, and submit comments. 

Beaver County May 11, 2023 2-4 PM Virtual Meeting - Link at https://www.spcregion.org/events/

Washington County May 15, 2023 3-5 PM Courthouse Square Building, 100 West Beau Street, Suite 103/104 Washington, PA 15301   

Indiana County May 18, 2023 3-5 PM PA CareerLink Building, 300 Indian Springs Rd, Indiana, PA 15701

Lawrence County  May 22, 2023 11:30-1 PM Hutchison Community Center Pearson Park Drive Neshannock Township, PA 16105

Armstrong County May 23, 2023 3-5 PM Butler Community College (BC3), 1100 4th Avenue Ford City, PA 16226

The City of Pittsburgh May 25, 2023 5:30 - 7:30 PM Virtual Meeting - Link at https://www.spcregion.org/events/

Westmoreland County May 30, 2023 5-7 PM Westmoreland County Courthouse, Public Meeting Room, 2 N Main Street Greensburg, PA 15601

Fayette County May 31, 2023 5:30-7:30 PM 2 W Main Street (Formerly the Gallatin Bank Building), Uniontown, PA 15401

Greene County June 1, 2023 5-7 PM Greene County Career and Technology Center, 60 Zimmerman Drive Waynesburg, PA 15370

Butler County June 6, 2023 5-6:30 PM Virtual Meeting - Link at https://www.spcregion.org/events/

Allegheny County June 8, 2023 6-7:30 PM Virtual Meeting - Link at https://www.spcregion.org/events/

Comments on the draft documents will be accepted by SPC representatives at any meeting. Written comments may also be submitted online at www.

surveymonkey.com/r/SPC_Public_Input, emailed to comments@spcregion.org, mailed to SPC Comments at PO Box 101429, Pittsburgh, PA 15237 or faxed to (412) 
391-9160.

All comments must be received by Friday, June 9th at 4 P.M.

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) is committed to compliance with nondiscrimination requirements of civil rights statutes, executive orders, regulations and policies applicable to the programs and activities it administers.  Accordingly, SPC is committed to 

ensuring that program beneficiaries receive public participation opportunities without regard to race, color, national origin, sex, age, disability or economic status.  Meeting facilities are accessible to persons with disabilities and the locations are reachable by public transit.  SPC 

will provide auxiliary services for individuals with language, speech, sight or hearing needs, provided the request for assistance is made 3 days prior to the meeting. SPC will attempt to satisfy requests made with less than 3 days notice as resources allow.  Please make your 

request for auxiliary services to Ronda Craig at (412) 391-5590, Ext. 0372, or rcraig@spcregion.org. If you believe you have been denied participation opportunities, or otherwise discriminated against in relation to the programs or activities administered by SPC, you may file a 

complaint using the procedures provided in our complaint process document or by contacting SPC’s Title VI Coordinator by calling (412) 391-5590. For more information, or to obtain a Title VI Discrimination Complaint Form, please see our website at: www.spcregion.org or call 

412-391-5590.

TRANSIT SERVICE INFORMATION - For information regarding transit services in Allegheny County, please call Pittsburgh Regional Transit Customer Service at 412-442-2000.  For transit information in other counties, please visit: www.commuteinfo.org/comm_trans.shtml or call 

1-888-819-6110.

This notice satisfies the program of projects requirements of the Urbanized Area Formula Program of the Federal Transit Administration for Beaver County Transit Authority, Butler Transit Authority, Fayette Area Coordinated Transit, Mid Mon Valley Transit Authority, 

Port Authorityof Allegheny County, Washington County Transportation Authority, Westmoreland County Transit Authority, SPC, and CommuteInfo, a program of the SPC.
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Ronda Craig 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Good morning all. 

Ronda Craig 

Thursday, May 18, 2023 10:48 AM 

bschultz@weaverhomes.com; lshah@co.butler.pa.us; 

lucas.martsolf@cranberrytownship.org; jordan@butlercountychamber.com; hessm93 

@live.com; abrookekerry@yahoo.com; prospectborobt@zoominternet.net; 

butlerfreeporttrail@yahoo.com; jsaeler@butlercountycdc.com; rmanna@co.butler.pa.us; 

wcduncan@consolidated.net; wleslie@co.butler.pa.us; cmstowe@zoominternet.net; 

kboozel@co.butler.pa.us; kgeyer@co.butler.pa.us; jmackay@co.butler.pa.us; 

losche@co.butler.pa.us; 'RondaC354@gmail.com'; nleturgey@yourcapinfo.org; 

kevinhesidenz@gmail.com; shana.clancy@va.gov; tspropane@earthlink.net; 

bertmowry@gmail.com; n.wulff@zoominternet.net; pauld116@zoominternet.net; 

araible@pa.gov; mmalloy@co.butler.pa.us; hswan@pa.gov; tnights@butlertwp.org; 

brgoetz@buncher.com; cweaver@weaverhomes.com; washington@zoominternet.net; 

ssholes@co.butler.pa.us; mgordon@co.butler.pa.us; michael@butlerairport.com; 

secretary@worthtwp.org; briallen@pa.gov; info@butlertransit.com 

ATTENTION PLEASE SHARE Social Media Toolkit for the June 6, 2023, Virtual Butler 

County Public Meeting starting at 6:00 pm 

Draft Posts -Butler County - PPP Meetings.docx; Social Media ToolKit Instruction Guide 

for Butler County - PD10154_PPP.pdf; SocialMediaGraphic_FBStory2.jpg; 

SocialMediaGraphic_Linkedin.jpg; SocialMediaGraphic_Post.jpg; 

SocialMediaGraphic_Post2.jpg; SocialMediaGraphic_FBEvent.jpg; 

SocialMediaGraphic_FBStory.jpg 

I hope you are having a wonderful week. 

Attached is the social media toolkit materials for the upcoming, June 6, Virtual, Butler County Public 
Meeting on the Long-Range Transportation Plan. 

You will find the instruction guide (PDF), the Word doc (contains the copy of draft posts), and the 
accompanying visuals (graphics). There are draft posts and visuals for Facebook, lnstagram, Twitter, 
and Linkedln. 

Please share the social media posts and let's have a well-attended and gather great 
feedback/comments/ideas/thoughts.@ 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Ronda 
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 NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT 
 DON Enterprises, Inc. is preparing an application to the United States 
 Department of Agriculture for a Housing Preservation Grant. The 
 purpose of this grant is to expand the Owner-Occupied Residential 
 Rehabilitation Program in Pennsylvania to Armstrong, Beaver, Butler, 
 Lawrence, Mercer, Washington, and Westmoreland Counties. A draft 
 of the Statement of Activities is available for review at DON Enterprises, 
 Inc.’s Office at 101 S. Mercer St., Suite 104, New Castle, PA 16101.

 All interested citizens are invited to submit comments by May 25, 2023, 
 to DON Enterprises, Inc., 101 S. Mercer St., Suite 104, New Castle, PA 
 16101. 
 Kevin Huwe 
 Admin. of Comm. Res. 
 (724) 936-3203 
 DON Enterprises, Inc.
 101 S. Mercer St., Suite 104
 New Castle, PA 16101

 LANDSCAPING CENTER

 840 Mercer Rd., Butler
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 HEAPING SCOOPS!!!
 50% OFF 50% OFF

 PICKED U P DEL IVERIES 
 20% OFF 20% OFF

By William Pitts
Eagle Staff Writer

SAXONBURG — Knoch 
School District business 
manager Jamie Van Lenten 
presented a preliminary 
version of the district’s pro-
posed 2023-24 fi scal year 
spending plan at Wednes-
day night’s school board 
work session.

The preliminary budget 
will be voted on at the regu-
lar school board meeting 
Wednesday.

Expenditures in the 
preliminary 2023-24 bud-
get amount to $38,457,999, 
up from $38,291,073 in this 
year’s fi nalized budget. 
Meanwhile, revenue in the 
preliminary budget comes 
out to $38,407,191, up from 
$37,651,537 from 2022-23.

Knoch projects it will fi n-
ish the 2022-23 school year 
with a defi cit of $639,485.

Forty-two percent of reve-
nue in the proposed 2023-24 
budget is projected to come 
from real estate taxes, with 
another 23% coming from 
the state’s Basic Education 
Funding subsidy.

There are no plans for 
Knoch to increase the tax 
rate in the school district, 

which will stay at 94.275 
mills, as it has since 2018.

Among the district’s fi -
nancial goals for the next 
school year are to staff its 
full-day kindergarten pro-
gram which will begin next 
fall, as well as “maintain 
current programs” and “re-
purpose staff based on the 
needs of students”.

All school districts in 
Pennsylvania must adopt a 
fi nal budget for the upcom-
ing school year by June 30.

Social media lawsuit
Later during the meet-

ing,  district superintendent 
David Foley announced 
the district will vote next 
week on whether to join 
other Western Pennsylvania 
school districts in a growing 
lawsuit against big social 
media companies, includ-
ing the owners of Facebook, 
Twitter, and TikTok.

The Seneca Valley, Mars 
Area and Moniteau school 
districts also are joining the 
suit against the social me-
dia companies. They are be-
ing represented by attorney 
Tom King of the law fi rm 
Dillon McCandless King 
Coulter & Graham LLP. 

“The school district’s 

concerned with the health, 
safety, and welfare of our 
students,” Foley said. “So-
cial media has been a chal-
lenge, with students bul-
lying students ... and it’s 
become disruptive to the 
educational process.”

If Knoch chooses to go 
ahead with the lawsuit, its 
decision will not be with-
out precedent. According to 
Foley, Knoch has received 
$37,000 from the settlement 
of a similar class-action law-
suit against e-cigarette man-
ufacturer Juul, who agreed 
to pay $38.8 million in De-
cember to settle a state of 
Pennsylvania lawsuit. 

Knoch’s decision will be 
made at next Wednesday’s 
regular meeting.

Knoch proposes school budget 

Parties agree 
to split parcel 
down middle
By William Pitts
Eagle Staff Writer

MIDDLESEX TWP — A 
land dispute in the town-
ship which dates back to 
2013 ended rather anti-
climactically Wednesday 
afternoon.

At a work session, the 
board of supervisors fi nal-
ized a settlement which 
fi nally ended a decade-
long dispute between 
the Tisdale family, Craig 
Pracht, and Jeff Bonifate 
over ownership of a strip 
of land along Ferguson 
Lane.

“It’s all done now,” 
said board of supervisors 
chairman Michael Spreng. 
“Everybody agreed to the 
plan, so it’s all good. It’s 
all done and over.”

As part of the settle-
ment, Bonifate and Pracht 
got what they wanted all 
along, with the disputed 
land split right down the 
middle. Certain ease-
ments also have been 
granted by each side to 
the other.

“They divided the right 
of way,” Spreng said. 
“They added a right of 
way to the existing prop-
erty, and that’s all there 
is to it.” The land in ques-
tion is 50 feet by 400 feet.

According to attorney 
John J. Bench, who repre-
sented the Tisdales in the 
fi nal stages of the case, the 
agreement will become of-
fi cial when the deeds are 
registered. 

“The parties did reach 
an agreement on owner-
ship of the land and who 
has right of access over 
the land, and the fi nal 
step in that settlement is 
the subdivision plan that 
the supervisors approved 
today,” Bench said.

The roots of the dispute 
date roughly six decades 
ago, when the original 
owner of the land sur-
rounding Ferguson Road 
subdivided it, intending 
for the then-private road 
to become a public road. 
However, for whatever 
reason, the township nev-
er adopted it.

Further complicating 
matters, no one offi cially 

owned the surround-
ing parcel of land since 
the township lost offi cial 
claim to it back in 1980.

The dispute really be-
gan in 2013, when Bonifate 
and Pracht went before 
the township board of su-
pervisors and asked it to 
close the end of adjoining 
Oakwood Drive to prevent 
unlicensed vehicles from 
accessing their property 
from the Tisdale property. 
At the time, Bonifate and 
Tisdale were arguing over 
who had the right to cut 
grass on that tract of land.

After the township told 
Bonifate and Pracht there 
was nothing they could do, 
the two sued the Tisdales, 
who claimed that the dis-
puted land belonged to 
them under a state code 
that says untitled land 
belongs to the property 
owner who uses it after 21 
years — otherwise known 
as “adverse possession.” 

Bonifate and Pracht 
asked for the tract to be 
divided lengthwise in 
half, with 25 feet going to 
the Tisdales to the north, 
and 25 feet going to the 
Bonifates and Prachts to 
the south. 

A “tentative” settle-
ment was reached in Jan-
uary 2018. However, this 
didn’t last long, as accord-
ing to court documents, 
both the Tisdale family 
and Middlesex Township 
“refused to memorialize 
and proceed forward with 
their end of the existing 
agreement unless matters 

outside the existing agree-
ment were included in the 
formal memorialization.”

Throughout the dispute, 
Bonifate and Pracht had 
the tract of land blocked 
off completely, surround-
ing it with chains and yel-
low posts, allowing the 
Tisdales access only to 
check their mail. Bonifate 
also took action to sur-
round the property with 
surveillance cameras, and 
alleged that the Tisdales 
were caught violating 
the terms of the tentative 
agreement on-camera at 
least 50 times.

The case lasted for so 
long that both sides re-
peatedly cycled through 
legal representation. 
Bench was the third attor-
ney to represent the Tis-
dales, after their previous 
lawyer, Doug Linn, passed 
away.

According to Bench, the 
dispute ended with more 
of a whimper than a bang. 
Judge S. Michael Yea-
ger’s replacement, Judge 
Kenneth Valasek of Arm-
strong County, led both 
sides in renegotiating a 
fi nal settlement in late 
2021, a process which fi -
nally bore fruit more than 
a year later.

There was no singu-
lar moment that led both 
sides to seek peace and 
end the decade-long con-
fl ict. “As you get closer to 
trial, both sides naturally 
try to fi nd a solution that 
is benefi cial to all,” said 
Bench.

Decade-old Middlesex 
land dispute resolved

John J. Bench, left, goes over the settlement plan with Middlesex Township board of su-
pervisors chairman Michael Spreng and supervisor Donald P. Marshall. 

WILLIAM PITTS/BUTLER EAGLE

LOCALLOCAL
Portersville Bridge 
replacement to 
begin May 15

Beginning at 8 p.m. May 
15 and nightly through May 
20, crews will be erecting 
bridge beams for the new 
Portersville Bridge.

A news release from the 
state Department of Trans-
portation said drivers are 
reminded that traffi c on 
State Route 488 will be re-
duced to a single lane with 
fl agging during operations 
during construction. 

Following the May 15 
through 20 detour, two-lane 
traffi c on State Route 488 
will resume. 

The anticipated comple-
tion date for the $6.3 million 
bridge replacement project 
is June, 2024. The existing 
bridge will be replaced with 
a two-span, steel bridge.

Friday, May 5, 2023 - BUTLER EAGLE 3







Thank you for your commitment to planning initiatives in The City of Pittsburgh. Please help in forwarding on 
this 'Save the Date" to other community and county members who could benefit in attending the meeting.  

If you have any questions or concerns please contact Ronda Craig, SPC Public Involvement Coordinator, at 

724-762-2569 or rcraig@spcregion.org. ©

Have a great day.
Ronda Craig
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Listed below is the link to Thursday, May 25, 2023 Virtual Public Participation Panel Meeting. 

Webex SPC2 is inviting you to a scheduled Webex meeting. 

Thursday. May 25, 2023 

5:30 PM I (UTC-04 00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) I 2 hrs 

� 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

https://spcreq ion. webex. com/spcreq ion/j. php ?MTI D=m3ede51 Od 85fe008f 1253670d Obc9fca0 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code): 2341 928 6991 

Meeting password: hBV2FP6r4Us 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

1-844-621-3956,.23419286991## United States Toll Free

+1-415-655-0001
.,

23419286991## US Toll

Join by phone 
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Ronda Craig 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Ronda Craig 

Tuesday, May 16, 2023 3: 18 PM 

'brian@peterstownshipchamber.com'; 'sheila@washingtonrides.org'; 

'will@washcochamber.com'; 'ned@washtool.com'; 'mnkwill@comcast.net'; 
'lspada@mvrchamber.org'; 'Theakston, Jason' 

RE: Washington County Public Meeting Information from May 15 meeting 

5-15-23_WACO_LRTP _Slides-5 15-23.pptx

Sorry I forgot to attach the Washington County Long Range Transportation Plan PowerPoint. 

Thank you 

Ronda 

From: Ronda Craig 

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2023 3:16 PM 

To: brian@peterstownshipchamber.com; sheila@washingtonrides.org; will@washcochamber.com; ned@washtool.com; 

mnkwill@comcast.net; lspada@mvrchamber.org; Theakston, Jason <theakstj@co.washington.pa.us> 

Subject: Washington County Public Meeting Information from May 15 meeting 

Good afternoon, 

Thank you so much for participating in the Washington County Public meeting yesterday. It was great to meet in person 

and place a face to a name. 

Here are the links for the Long-Range Transportation Executive Summary PD10155 Executive-Summary.pdf 

(spcregion.org) 

The Long-Range Transportation Draft plan SmartMoves-LRTP.pdf (spcregion.org). 

The SmartMoves Story Map SmartMoves for a Changing Region Transportation Investments (arcgis.coml. 

The public comment period is May 11-June 9, 2023. There are a variety of ways to provide your comments and 

feedback. 

Please click the link SPC Public Input Form Survey (surveymonkey.com) or submit your comments, thoughts, ideas or 

concerns to comments@spcregion.org. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to e-mail me at rcraig@spcregion.org. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Ronda 
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Variety of Media Channels

Paid Media: Placed legal ads in 12 publications in SWPA print and Online 

Earned Media: Secured 19 total  news stories (including 3 television interviews 

13 newspaper/online articles, and 3 radio spots

SmartMoves: Public Participation Report 
May/June 2023 

Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission 
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